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Quality, Variety, Value

A year of planning, searching, and preparing have gone into this catalog. For this once-a-year sale we search out the most interesting, 
important, exciting things we can find to offer you.

This is a “collector’s sale.” We approach the sale with the enthusiasm that led us into professional numismatics in the first place. There are 
expensive pieces included, but our main focus is on pieces of value, regardless of cost. “Value” in this context means exceptional condition, 
style, historic significance, “clang response” appeal -- all those aspects of a piece that excite and satisfy. Many of the better pieces have historic 
pedigrees.

For this, our 37th major auction, we have many outstanding coins and some consignments that meet these standards. Beginning with the 
ancient sections, watch for exceptional style and condition, and important provenances. We are continuing with the choice material that Frank 
Robinson acquired in a life-time of collecting, covering maundy sets, sixpences, and shillings this time. 

Douglas Bayern was born in Minnesota but grew up on the east coast. He and his wife came back for eight years in the 1980’s, and I got to 
know him then.  After they moved to Oregon, he and I stayed in touch. He passed away last year from that scourge of a disease, ALS. He 

and I talked many times about his collecting. On a limited budget but with a keen eye he built a small but select collection of coins of medieval 
Britain and France. 

Another consignor who has been a client of ours for many years also patronized Seaby in London. A few of the most valuable hammered coins in 
the sale are from his collection.

The Irish section was notably enhanced by the collecting efforts of Bruce Ormond, a knowledgeable specialist collector we know. His 
enthusiasm for the Ireland and Ormond issues stems from his descendance from the Ormonde namesake for this complex issue of siege pieces.

The catalog is rounded out by other purchases, items picked up in auctions and shows, material from our own longer term holdings, two old 
collections, pieces from one discriminating collector with a “good eye,” and a few small consignments. 

Valuations come from careful study of recent auction and sale records. You should find that our estimates are  on the moderate side of the 
current market, with the quality exceeding what is typically offered in this era.

An overview (in order of appearance in the sale):
 • A pretty piece of early electrum and a handful of choice Byzantine gold scyphates

 • In the Greek section, what stands out is fine artistic style of a quality seldom offered, along with important provenances, coins from  
  important old collections that contained the best of the best. There are many particularly choice coins in this section.
 • In Roman coins we offer brilliant iridescent mint state denarii and siliquae, helped by a purchase of a mid-20th century European  
  collection with brilliant minty surfaces and gorgeous iridescent toning. Also look for a half dozen denarii from the Knobloch  
  Collection of Roman Imperial coins, auctioned by Stack’s on May 1, 2, 3, 1980 -- Roman denarii of exceptional quality.   
  Denarii are plentiful; few are exceptional. We sought out the exceptional.
 • Anglo Saxon: not many but a great portrait penny of the first “King of all England” and a nice group of early sceats
 • A tranche of Tealby pennies from the Bayern collection
 • Groats: Tournai was a short event during Henry VIII’s reign; coins were minted with the “T” m.m.  a particularly artistic and scarce  
  type. Two ex-Carlyon-Britten rarities round out this fascinating three-coin section.
 • Renaissance hammered, crowns, shillings, Thomas Simon’s last issues—there are some hammered coins from this late era in the  
   hammered series
 • The Frank Robinson section: a type run of Maundy sets (Charles II to Victoria), sixpences from Anne to Victoria, shillings from  
  Charles II to Victoria—many exceptional pieces from a collector who over his lifetime successfully sought out the best
 • Scotland: three items, an attractive 4th coinage 20 shillings (a dramatic piece with the half-length profile of the young king) and two  
  Jacobite medals
 • Irish -- a strong section: scarce varieties of Hib-Norse, a couple of scarce early hammered, several HVIII harp groats, rarely offered  
  base metal Tudor shillings in superb condition for the issue, a run of Ormonde pieces including many of the varieties of   
  this complex series, a Confederate Catholic (Rebel) Crown (the first time I have handled this fascinating rarity), some Irish  
  copper with a colonial America connection, and a strong run of types of the VOCE POPULI halfpenny
 • The Douglas Bayern collection of early Anglo-Saxon sceats, English hammered pennies, Carolingian, feudal France, and a few more
 • British trade tokens start with an Irish mid 18th century issue; continues with a few unusual 18th century pieces including two hard- 
  to-assemble sets of die progressions, a group of Kempson Warwickshire bronzed proofs from Baldwin’s fabled but now  
  largely disbursed basement, and some mint state 19th century silver tokens from the same place
 • Finally, some classic American coins starting with a Pine Tree Shilling and ending with some well used but highly collectable early  
  U.S. type

Scattered throughout are detailed notes and short articles reflecting on some of what you see here…

It has been a pleasure to put all this together. We hope you enjoy it as well.

Marnie and Lief join me in thanking you for your interest and support, and we wish you a healthy and prosperous 2018.

        Allan Davisson
        Winter 2017-2018
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 ancient, byzantine, & british Gold

1 GREEK. LESBOS. Mytilene. Circa 412-378 BC. EL hekte. 2.55 gm. 10 mm. Head of nymph right / Horned head of Pan right within 
linear square, all within incuse square. HGC 6, 995. Bodenstedt Em. 69. Good Very Fine, lightly toned. Artistic style, lovely nymph; 
charming coin. $500

2 BYZANTINE EMPIRE. Constantine IX Monomachus. 1042-1055. AV histamenon nomisma. 4.45 gm. 30 mm. Constantinople mint. 
Struck 1042-1046. Christ nimbate seated facing on lyre-backed throne, left hand on Gospels / Crowned bust of Constantine facing, holding 
cruciform scepter with tendril ornament and globus cruciger with patriarchal cross. Scarce type. DOC 1a. SB 1828. Choice Extremely Fine; 
lustrous, and sharply struck. $750  
Purchased from Edward J. Waddell in 1996 (tag).

3 —. Michael VII Ducas. 1071-1078. EL histamenon nomisma. 4.41 gm. 28 mm. Constantinople mint. Facing bust of Christ, holding book of 
Gospels and raising hand in benediction / Facing bust of Michael VII, holding labarum and globus cruciger. SB 1868. About Mint State, 
with some softness in obverse strike; exceptionally crisp reverse; all on a broad flan. $400

4 —. John III Ducas-Vatatzes. Emperor of Nicaea, 1222-1254. AV hyperpyron. 4.51 gm. 27 mm. Magnesia mint. Christ enthroned facing / The 
Virgin Mary on right, crowning the emperor on left. DOC 5. SB 2073. Extremely Fine; choice example, superb for issue; well struck, with 
attractive red-gold toning. $400

5 —. Michael VIII Paleologus. 1261-1282. AV hyperpyron nomisma. 4.14 gm. 26 mm. Constantinople mint. Bust of the Virgin orans within 
city walls with six towers / Michael on left, supported by Saint Michael, kneeling before Christ seated on right. SB 2242. Extremely Fine; 
choice example, superb for issue; well struck, with glossy rich red-gold tone. $500  
Ex Harlan Berk Mail Bid Sale 17 (4 December 1981), lot 46.

6 BRITISH MILLED. Victoria. 1837-1901. AV sovereign. 7.99 gm. 22 mm. Melbourne mint. 1894 M. Her old veiled head left; T. B. on 
truncation / St. George and the dragon. S. 3875. Extremely Fine; slight scratch in left field on obverse, minor contact marks.   
 $350

7 —. George V. 1910-1936. AV sovereign. 7.98 gm. 22 mm. London mint. 1913. His bare head left / St. George and the dragon. S. 3996. Near 
Extremely Fine. $350

 Greek silVer & bronze

8 LUCANIA. Thourioi. Circa 443-400 B.C. AR triobol. 1.2 gm. 13 mm. Head of Athena right, wearing crested Attic helmet decorated with 
wreath; Γ above vizor / Bull standing left; ΘΟΥΡΙ above, Γ below, fish in exergue. HN Italy 1759. SNG ANS 1113-1115. Good Very Fine; 
well centered and lightly toned; slight die shift; exceptional fine style. $1000  
The finest example we have been able to trace

9 SICILY. Kamarina. Circa 425-405 B.C. Æ tetras. 3.28 gm. 13.5 mm. A facing Gorgon / An owl right, head facing; lizard to right, KAMA 
upwards to left, three pellets in exergue. CNS III p. 55, 20. Jenkins 185. SNG ANS 1222-1223. Extremely Fine; superb coin with a rich dark 
patina and amazing style. $1000  
Purchased from Edward J. Waddell (tag).

10 —. ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM ELECTROTYPE. Katane. Circa 410 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 15.61 gm. 23 mm. Obverse die signed by 
Herakleidas. Laureate head of Apollo facing slightly left, his hair in loose curls fanning out around; HPAKΛEIΔAΣ (mostly off flan) to 
right / Charioteer driving fast quadriga left, crowned by Nike flying right above; KATANAIΩN and [fish] in exergue. Small A stamped on 
edge. Cf. SNG Copenhagen 180. Cf. SNG Ashmolean 1708. Cf. Basel 337 (same dies). Cf. Gulbenkian 190 (same dies). Good Very Fine; 
lovely style and tone; some weakness on reverse. A beautiful and professional replica of an exceptionally rare issue. $400

11 —. Himera. Circa 430 B.C. Æ hemilitron. 15.03 gm. 23 mm. Cast coinage, reduced standard. A facing Gorgon with protruding tongue and 
furrowed cheeks / Six pellets (mark of value). CNS I p. 34, 24. SNG ANS 180. Extremely Fine; rich glossy green patina; minor areas of 
roughness. Exceptional example for issue. $2000  
Purchased from Edward J. Waddell (tag).

12 —. Syracuse. Second Democracy. 466-405 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 17.13 gm. 25 mm. Struck 460-440 B.C. Charioteer driving quadriga 
right; above, Nike flying left; ketos (sea monster) to right in exergue / Diademed head of Arethousa right; ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣ-ΙΟ-Ν and four 
dolphins around. Boehringer Series XIVb, 487 (V258/R349). SNG ANS 154. HGC 2, 1312. Very Fine; good style, struck from artistic dies; 
beautifully toned on good metal, with nice surfaces, an unusually clear sea monster, and an interesting die break at 6’ on reverse. All well 
centered on a broad flan. Evenly worn, yet very attractive and a most desirable example. $1500
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13 SICILY. Syracuse. Second Democracy. 466-405 B.C. AR litra. .65 gm. 12 mm. Head of Arethousa right, wearing pearl tania; ΣVRA to 
right / Octopus. Cf. Boehringer Series XIIIb, 449. SNG ANS 137-143. HGC 2, 1375. Extremely Fine; good style; beautiful old toning with 
hints of blue iridescence; minor die rust. Rare. $750

14 —. Syracuse. Second Democracy. 466-405 B.C. Æ hemilitron. 3.76 gm. 17 mm. Dies signed by Phrygillos. Struck circa 405 B.C. Head of 
Arethousa left wearing earrings, hair in sphendone, Φ behind / Wheel of four spokes; ΣΥ-ΡΑ in upper quarters, dolphins in lower quarters. 
CNS II p. 45, 19. HGC 2, 1479. Good Very Fine; exquisite style; well centered and attractive with rich green patina. Scarce.  
 $250  
Note the exquisite style, attributed to the engraver Phrygillos, an example of the brilliance of late 5th century die engraving in Sicily, where some of the finest 
engravers in the Greek world were working. (Cf. lot 15, immediately following.) 

15 —. Syracuse. Time of Dionysios I. 405-367 B.C. Æ tetras. 2.07 gm. 14 mm. Dies attributed to Exakestidas. Struck circa 390 B.C. Head of 
the nymph Arethousa facing slightly left / Octopus. SNG ANS 385. CNS II p. 59, 29. SNG Copenhagen 679-680. Boehringer pl. 39, 26. 
Superb. Ineffably lovely nymph, and beautiful green patina. $1750  
Ex Frank Sternberg Auktion XVI (15 November 1985), lot 73.   
Ex Maurice Laffaille collection (Monnaies et Médailles S.A. Vente Publique 76, 19-20 September 1991), lot 212 (realized 1100 Swiss Francs). Lot includes 
copy of Vente Publique 76 auction catalog.   
According to CNS, “the model for the head on the obverse is derived from the facing Arethusa by Kimon.” This example, attributed to Exakestidas, is of the 
most exquisite style.

16 —. Syracuse. Agathokles. 317-289 B.C. Æ litra. 8.25 gm. 20 mm. Struck circa 308/7 B.C. Diademed head of Herakles right, bow to left / 
Lion standing right, raising foreleg; club above. CNS II p. 291, 151. HGC 2, 1465 (Fourth Democracy). Good Very Fine; good style; glossy 
brown patina; deeply struck sculptural lion. $250  
Ex Davissons Auction 9 (9 October 1997), lot 10.

17 —. Syracuse. Hiketas II. 287-278 B.C. Æ. 7.41 gm. 23 mm. Struck circa 287-283 B.C. Wreathed head of Persephone left; ΣΥΡΑΚΟΣΙΩΝ 
to left / Nike driving galloping biga right; A in exergue. CNS II p. 263, 125. HGC 2, 1466. Good Very Fine; attractive smooth rich green 
patina; beautiful style. $200  
Ex Stacks (8 April 1989).

18 KINGS OF THRACE. Lysimachos. 305-281 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 17.2 gm. 29 mm. Pergamon mint. Struck circa 287/6-282 B.C. 
Diademed head of the deified Alexander right, with horn of Ammon; [K] below / Athena Nikephoros seated left, holding Nike in 
outstretched right hand, left arm resting on shield, transverse spear behind; crescent to outer left, cult image to inner left, monogram in 
exergue; ΛΥΣΙΜΑΧΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ. Arnold-Biucchi, Pergamene 34 (O8/R33[?]). Thompson 220. SNG Tübingen 959. Near Extremely 
Fine; high relief portrait of the finest artistic style; struck on a large, full round flan, with choice light toning. Beautiful example.  
Ex Classical Numismatic Group Auction 81 (20 May 2009), lot 248.   
Finest style dies [‘K’]. (The same engraver(s) at the same mint must also have created the dies used to strike the gold staters and tetradrachms bearing the 
most beautiful portraits of Alexander the Great that have come down to us.)  $2000

19 ATTICA. Athens. Circa 459-449 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 16.43 gm. 22 mm. Early issue. Helmeted head of Athena right, wide face / Owl 
standing right, head facing; olive sprig and crescent behind; ΑΘΕ before; all within incuse square. Kroll 8. SNG Copenhagen 31. Starr 
Group VB. HGC 4, 1596. Cf. Svoronos, Corpus of the Ancient Coins of Athens, Plate 9. Near Extremely Fine; lightly toned; minor 
porosity; crisp and attractive early issue. $1000

20 PELOPONNESOS. PHLIASIA. Phlious. Early to mid 4th Century B.C. Æ chalkous. 1.33 gm. 13 mm. Bull butting left, head lowered 
and turned to face the viewer / Large Φ surrounded by four pellets outlining a square. BCD Peloponnesos 106-107. BCD Peloponnesos 
II 2026 (this coin). HGC 5, 172. Laffaille 125 (this coin). Good Very Fine; attractive glossy light green patina. Beautiful example of this 
interesting type. $250   
Ex Kirk Davis Catalog 56 (November 2009), lot 39.   
Ex BCD Collection (Classical Numismatic Group Auction 81, 20 May 2009), lot 2026.   
Ex Maurice Laffaille collection (Münzen und Medaillen Auction 76, 19 September 1991), lot 361.   
Includes copy of David Sear certificate of authenticity with historical notes.

21 —. SIKYONIA. Sikyon. Circa 100-60 B.C. AR triobol. 2.13 gm. 17 mm. Dove flying left / Large Σ; ΘPA/Σ-Y/KΛHΣ around; all within 
incuse square (Thrasykles, magistrate). Cf. BCD Peloponnesos 348. Near Extremely Fine; toned; pleasing coin. Very Rare.  
Ex BCD Collection (with tag). Ex Varesi 20 (27 April 1995), lot 40.  $300

22 —. ACHAIA. Patrai. Early to mid 30s B.C. Æ hemiobol or hexachalkon. 8.92 gm. 25 mm. Nikostratos, son of Kallistrates, magistrate. 
Bearded head of Herakles right, wearing tainia / Athena advancing right, holding shield and spear; palm to left; Patrai monogram to right. 
Cf. BCD Peloponnesos 518-520. Near Extremely Fine; exceptional portrait; reverse somewhat flatly struck and with some roughness. 
Exquisite smooth emerald green patina on the undisturbed surfaces (the patination extends into the rougher areas, suggesting the 
roughness came early in the life of the coin). $400  
Ex BCD Collection (with tags). From the Kunst und Munzen A. G. list 53, No. 156 (bought Jan. 84, through Leu).

23 —. ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Aigiera. Circa 160-146 B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.4 gm. 16 mm. Laureate head of Zeus right / Achaian League 
monogram; above, forepart of goat right; Γ-Λ/Α-Υ in two lines across field; all within wreath. BCD Peloponnesos 398 = HGC 5, 
20 (same dies). Weber II 3987 and pl. 146 (this coin). Good Very Fine; beautiful cabinet toning; well struck on an unusually broad flan. 
Attractive coin. Rare. $750  
Ex Sir Hermann Weber Collection (Spink & Son, 1922-1929), lot 3987.   
Ex Sotheby’s sale (1884).   
Includes copy of David Sear certificate of authenticity with historical notes.

24 —. ACHAIAN LEAGUE. Corinth. Circa 160-146 B.C. AR hemidrachm. 2.40 gm. 16 mm. Laureate head of Zeus left / Achaian League 
monogram; above, Pegasos flying right above ΠA monogram; all within laurel wreath. BCD Peloponnesos 73.1. Agrinion Hoard 579 b 
(same dies). Good Very Fine; attractive old toning; well struck. $650   
Ex BCD Collection.
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25 ELIS. Olympia. 95th Olympiad. 400 B.C. AR stater. 11.87 gm. 23 mm. Hera mint. Helmeted head of Hera right, wearing stephane 
decorated with two palmettes and two lilies / Flaming thunderbolt, F A flanking, all within wreath. Seltman 274 (EJ/ηχ). BCD Olympia 
88 (same dies). Very Fine; well centered; attractively toned with some iridescence on reverse; interesting and unusual bankers’ marks on 
obverse (issue often has bankers’ marks). Rare. $2000  
Ex Harlan Berk Buy or Bid Sale 169 (1 June 2010), lot 134.

26 MESSENIA. Messene. Circa 180-150 B.C. Æ hemiobol or hexachalkon. 6.04 gm. 21 mm. Head of Demeter right, diademed and wreathed 
with barley / Zeus standing right, brandishing thunderbolt and holding eagle on his outstretched left arm; ΜΕ monogram over ΔΕΣΙΑΣ 
downwards to left, tripod to right. BMC 33. Grandjean 352a (this coin, illustrated). Weber 4127 (this coin). BCD Peloponnesos 719 (this 
coin). Good Very Fine; finest style; beautiful green patina with areas of red. Rare. $350  
Ex BCD Collection (LHS Numismatik AG Auction 96, 8 May 2006), lot 719.   
Ex Virgil M. Brand Collection (Sotheby’s, 25 October 1984), lot 306.   
Ex Sir Hermann Weber Collection (Spink & Son, 1922-1929), acquired in Corfu in 1885, lot 4127.   
Includes copy of David Sear certificate of authenticity with historical notes.   
Messene was an important city on the southwest Peloponnese dominated for centuries by Sparta. This coin is one of the finest known examples of this series.

27 AEOLIS. Myrina. Circa 160-143 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 16.42 gm. 35 mm. Stephanophoric type. Laureate head of Apollo right / Apollo 
Grynios standing right, holding branch and phiale; monogram and ΜΥΡΙΝΑΙΩΝ to left, omphalos and amphora at feet to right; all within 
laurel wreath. Cf. SNG Copenhagen 221-223. Near Extremely Fine; attractively toned; handsome style on exceptionally broad flan of good 
metal. Exceptional example, with portrait style we haven’t seen elsewhere. Extremely rare issue. $2000

28 CARIA. Kaunos. Circa 430-410 B.C. AR stater. 11.74 gm. 20 mm. Period IV, Type I. Iris with curved wings in kneeling-running stance 
left, head reverted, holding kerykeion and wreath in outstretched arms / Conical baetyl flanked by stylized birds, all within incuse square. 
Konuk Period IV, 94 (O36/R35). SNG Keckman 823. Dewing 2359 (same dies) = Pozzi 2820. Very Fine; beautiful old toning; a little die 
rust on obverse, but unusually well centered and complete; fine style. Unusual and attractive type with grape clusters on reverse taking the 
shape of birds. $1500

29 PHRYGIA. Laodikeia. Circa 1st century B.C. Pseudo-autonomous Æ. 4.17 gm. 14 mm. Hekatomnos (possibly). Wild bristle-backed boar 
standing left; monogram below / Wolf standing right; ΛΑΟΔΙ above, ΚΕΩΝ in exergue. BMC Phrygia p. 287, 52-53. Weber 7129. Imhoof-
Blumer (1924) 379. Extremely Fine; dark green/brown patina. Rare. $250  
Ex Helios Numismatik Auction 5 (25 June 2010), Lot 104  
Exceptional example (finer than any other the cataloger could find or recall).   
Includes copy of David Sear certificate of authenticity with historical notes. David Sear: “This superbly preserved example of a late bronze variety depicts the 
boar and the wolf that are symbolic of the rivers Kapros and Lykos respectively.”   
Collector note: “Mentioned in the Book of Revelation.”

30 LYCAONIA. Laranda. Circa 324/3 B.C. AR obol. .57 gm. 9 mm. Baaltars seated left, holding grain ear and scepter, cluster of grapes 
in field; all within circular border of pellets / Forepart of wolf right, crescent above, all within square border of pellets. Göktürk 82. SNG 
Levant 223 (uncertain Cilician mint). SNG France 443-457 (same). Good Very Fine; lightly toned; lustrous. $100

31 —. Laranda. Circa 324/3 B.C. AR obol. .36 gm. 10 mm. Baaltars seated left, holding grain ear, bunch of grapes, and scepter / Forepart of 
wolf left, crescent and pellet above. Göktürk 82 var. (wolf left). SNG Levant 225 (uncertain Cilician mint) var. (same). SNG France 443-
457 var. (same). Extremely Fine; light iridescent toning; obverse typically indistinct; reverse crisp with a strike so deep it cupped the flan. 
Attractive. $200  
Very rare with wolf to left (seemingly unlisted, and the only one we have seen).

32 PTOLEMAIC KINGS OF EGYPT. Ptolemy I Soter. 305-282 B.C. AR tetradrachm. 14.25 gm. 27 mm. Alexandria mint. Struck circa 
305-283 B.C. His diademed head right, wearing aegis, tiny Δ behind ear / Eagle standing left on thunderbolt; P over monogram to left, 
ΠΤΟΛΕΜΑΙΟΥ ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ around. SNG Copenhagen 69. Svoronos 252. Near Extremely Fine; attractive old toning; tiny hairline flan 
crack at 12’. Fresh coin. $1000  
From an old European collection.

33 ISLAMIC. Artuqids of Mardin. Husam al-Din Yuluq Arslan. A.H. 580-597 / A.D. 1184-1200. Æ dirhem. 12.22 gm. 30 mm. Small draped 
Byzantine-style bust of son facing slightly right, with large diademed Roman-style male head of father left; name and title of Husam al-Din 
above / Name and titles of Ayyubid overlord (Caliph Al Nasir). Mitchiner, World of Islam 1035. Album, Checklist 1829.2. Good Very Fine; 
brown patina; light roughness; light old scratch on obverse. $125  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.
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 roMan silVer & bronze

34 EARLY ROMAN REPUBLICAN. ROMANO-CAMPANIAN ISSUES. Anonymous. Circa 225-212 B.C. AR didrachm or 
quadrigatus. 6.27 gm. 24 mm. Rome mint. Laureate head of Janus / Jupiter hurling thunderbolt and holding scepter, in galloping 
quadriga driven by Victory right; ROMA incuse in raised tablet below. Crawford 28/3. Sydenham 64. RSC 23. HN Italy 334. BMCRR 
Romano-Campanian 78-88. Very Fine; good style; well centered on a broad flan; attractive old toning with light iridescence; slight surface 
disturbance near edge at 4’ on reverse. $1000  
From an old European collection with tag noting: “Sale 54/102.”

35 ROMAN REPUBLICAN. Anonymous. 115-114 B.C. AR denarius. 3.69 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. Helmeted head of Roma right; X 
(mark of value) behind, ROMA below / Roma seated right on pile of shields, resting on spear; birds in flight to either side; at her feet to 
lower right, she-wolf standing right, head left, suckling the twins Romulus and Remus. Crawford 287/1. Sydenham 530. RSC 176. Near 
Extremely Fine; beautiful lightly iridescent toning. $350  
Ex Heritage Long Beach Signature Sale 3020 (6 September 2012), lot 25095.   
A desirable type, rare in such good condition, depicting Roma watching over the twins Romulus and Remus and waiting for the day they found Rome.

36 —. M. Herennius. 108-107 B.C. AR denarius. 3.94 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. Diademed head of Pietas right; PIETAS behind (TA ligate), 
O below chin / Amphinomus carrying his father Nisos right; M • HERENNI downwards behind. Crawford 308/1a. Sydenham 567. RSC 
Herennia 1. Near Extremely Fine; beautiful coin of artistic style, with lustrous old toning and hints of iridescence. $300  
From an old European collection.

37 —. L. Titurius L.f. Sabinus. 89 B.C. AR denarius. 4.28 gm. 17 mm. Rome mint. Bearded head of King Tatius right; SABIN to left, A•P V 
over palm branch to right / Killing of Tarpeia: Tarpeia buried to the waist in shields, hands raised to the sea star in crescent above; a soldier 
on either side preparing to cast their shields at her; L • TITVRI in exergue. Crawford 344/2c. RSC Tituria 5. Near Extremely Fine; well 
centered and unusually well struck; attractive old toning with iridescence; some die wear/die rust on obverse. The reverse is superb. 
From an old European collection. $300

38 —. L. Sulla and L. Manlius Torquatus. 82 B.C. AR denarius. 3.94 gm. 17 mm. Military mint moving with Sulla. Helmeted head of Roma 
right; L MANLI before, PRO Q behind / Sulla in walking quadriga right, holding reins and caduceus, crowned by Victory flying left 
above; L SVLLA IM in exergue. Crawford 367/5. Sydenham 757. RSC Manlia 4. Near Extremely Fine; well centered and sharply struck, 
with lustrous iridescent toning; high relief bust of Roma. $300  
From an old European collection.

39 —. L. Cassius Longinus. 60 B.C. AR denarius. 3.92 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. Veiled and draped bust of Vesta left; L to left, calix to right 
/ Voter standing left, dropping tablet inscribed V into cista to left; LONGIN III V downwards to right. Crawford 413/1. Sydenham 935. 
RSC Cassia 10. Near Extremely Fine; lovely style with iridescent toning. $500  
Ex Kirk Davis Catalog 58 (Fall 2010), lot 84.   
Ex Kirk Davis Catalog 21 (Winter 1998), lot 91.

40 —. L. Aemilius Lepidus Paullus. 62 B.C. AR denarius. 3.96 gm. 21 mm. Rome mint. Veiled and diademed head of Concordia right; 
PAVLLVS LEPIDVS CONCORDIA around / Trophy, three captives (King Perseus of Macedon and his sons) to left, togate figure 
(L. Aemilius Paullus) to right, TER above, PAVLLVS in exergue. Crawford 415/1. Sydenham 926. RSC Aemilia 10. Brilliant Mint State; 
luster underlying light toning with red-golden iridescent highlights. Exceptional piece. $750  
From an old European collection.

41 —. Faustus Cornelius Sulla. 56 B.C. AR denarius. 4.04 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. Draped and diademed bust of Diana right, wearing 
cruciform earring, necklace of pendants, and her hair in knot at back of head, decorated with jewels; crescent above, lituus to left, 
FAVSTVS downwards to right / Sulla seated left on raised seat, above kneeling figures of Bocchus, King of Mauretania, to left kneeling 
right offering an olive branch, and Jugurtha, King of Numidia, to right kneeling left with hands tied behind his back; FELIX downwards 
to right. Crawford 426/1. Sydenham 879. RSC Cornelia 59. Good Very Fine; beautiful old tone with light iridescence. Very Rare.  
From an old European collection. $600  
This coin commemorates an historic event in the dictator Sulla’s early career. Lucius Cornelius Sulla served under Marius in Africa where he engineered 
the capture of the rebel leader Jugurtha, a wily Numidian prince who had evaded Roman capture for several years. This coin issued by his son, Faustus 
Cornelius Sulla, shows Jugurtha kneeling bound and dejected behind Sulla, while before kneels Bochus, King of Mauritania, offering Sulla victory laurels. 
Sulla had a signet ring engraved commemorating the event, and it may be the model for the reverse.

42 —. Q. Servilius Caepio (M. Junius) Brutus. 54 B.C. AR denarius. 4.06 gm. 20 mm. Rome mint. Head of Libertas right, adorned with 
earring and necklace; LIBERTAS behind / The consul L. Junius Brutus walking left between two lictors, each carrying fasces, preceded 
by an accensus; BRVTVS in exergue. Crawford 433/1. Sydenham 906. RSC Junia 31. Good Very Fine; lovely style, beautifully toned, struck 
well centered on a broad flan; small banker’s mark on obverse, cheek; some scattered minor deposits and die rust; small area of weak strike 
on reverse. $400  
Ex The New York Public Library Collection (Bowers and Ruddy Galleries, October 30, 1982), lot 4064.   
This coin was struck a decade before the assassination of Julius Caesar in 44 BC. Brutus used the reverse type to illustrate his republican views, while 
“libertas” was reportedly the password he used to signal his fellow conspirators ten years later.
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43 ROMAN REPUBLICAN. Q. Servilius Caepio (M. Junius) Brutus. 54 B.C. AR denarius. 3.7 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. Bare head of L. 
Junius Brutus right; BRVTVS behind / Bare head of Caius Servilius Ahala right; AHALA behind. Crawford 433/2. Sydenham 907. RSC 
Junia 30. Near Extremely Fine; two excellent portraits, well centered and beautifully toned with hints of blue iridescence. Choice coin. 
From an old European collection. $1500  
Marcus Junius Brutus as moneyer in 54 BC, ten years before the assassination of Julius Caesar, issued this type to celebrate his ancestors, Lucius Junius 
Brutus who in 509 BC conspired to overthrow Rome’s last king, Tarquin the Proud. And Gaius Servilius Ahala, who in 439 BC used a dagger hidden in his 
toga to slay Spurius Maelius, a nobleman who had plotted to make himself king. On the Ides of March in 44 BC, Brutus and his fellow senators slayed the 
tyrant Julius Caesar with daggers concealed in their togas.

44 ROMAN IMPERATORIAL. Julius Caesar. February-March 44 B.C. AR denarius. 3.62 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. His wreathed head 
right; CAESAR to right, DICT PERPETVO to left / Venus standing left, holding Victory and scepter with star at base; P SEPVLLIVS 
downwards to right, MACER downwards to left. CRI 107b(1). Crawford 480/11. Sydenham 1072. RSC 40. Near Extremely Fine; rich 
attractive iridescent toning; some areas of weak strike; strong portrait. $1500  
From an old European collection.

45 ROMAN IMPERIAL. Augustus. 27 B.C. - A.D. 14. AR denarius. 3.76 gm. 18 mm. Lugdunum (Lyon) mint. Struck 15-13 B.C. His bare 
head right; AVGVSTVS DIVI • F / Apollo Citharoedus of Actium standing left, holding plectrum and lyre; IMP • X across field, ACT in 
exergue. RIC I 171a. RSC 144. Good Very Fine; fresh surfaces with beautiful old cabinet tone. $750  
Ex Kirk Davis Catalog 58, lot 94.   
Includes copy of David Sear certificate of authenticity with historical notes.  
Celebrating the battle of Actium, 2 September 31 BC, in which Octavian “achieved supreme power in the Roman world by his famous naval victory over the 
forces of Mark Antony and Queen Cleopatra of Egypt.” (from David Sear)

46 Claudius. A.D. 41-54. AR fourrée denarius. 19 mm. British imitation of Rome Mint. A.D. 49-50. His laureate head right; TI CLAVD 
CAESAR AVG P M TR P VII IMP P P / S P Q R / P • P / OB C S in three lines within oak wreath. Cf. RIC I 49. North Suffolk (Coin 
Hoards from Roman Britain, Volume X) 77. In NGC encapsulation graded Choice AU; nicely toned; surface almost entirely intact; reverse 
struck off center. Photographed through plastic. (The dark areas at 2 obv and 10 rev are simply shadows cast by the slab.). A choice and 
beautiful example of an ancient fourrée and an important and difficult type to represent. Choice portrait. Very Rare. $1500  
This silver-plated denarius was probably struck at an unofficial mint in Britannia following the invasion of Claudius in A.D. 43, to fill the need of thousands 
of Roman soldiers for coinage. Though not officially sanctioned, the practice was probably tolerated. In 1996 a hoard of 110 plated denarii of this type was 
found in Waveny, Suffolk. A similar piece with the same NGC slab grade but estimated at $4,000-UP was offered by Goldbergs on June 6, 2017 (Auction 
98:2232) and in The New York Sale (XLII:440) on January 9, 2018, estimated at $2,500.

47 Nero. A.D. 54-68. AR denarius. 3.51 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 60-61. His bare head right; NERO CAESAR AVG IMP / 
PONTIF MAX TR P VII COS IIII P P around oak wreath enclosing EX S C. RIC I 22 (R3). RSC 216. Good Very Fine; beautiful 
lustrous iridescent toning; some old marks beneath tone in field on obverse; short hairline flan crack at 1’. Great style bust, well struck in 
high relief. Very Rare. $850  
Ex Coin Galleries (10 November 1993), lot 170.

48 Vespasian. A.D. 69-79. AR denarius. 3.02 gm. 19 mm. Ephesus mint. Struck A.D. 69-70. His laureate head right; IMP CAES VESPAS 
AVG / Victory advancing left, holding wreath and palm; PACI AVGVSTAE. RIC II.1 1396. RPC II 806. RSC 280b. Good Very Fine; 
beautiful cabinet toning with aqua blue iridescent highlights; fresh surfaces; bold portrait; hairline flan split at 1. Very Rare.   
 $250

49 Nerva. A.D. 96-98. AR denarius. 3.45 gm. 17 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 97. His laureate head right; IMP NERVA CAES AVG P M 
TR P II COS III P P / Fortuna standing left, holding rudder and cornucopia; FORTVNA AVGVST. RIC II 28. RSC 71. Good Very 
Fine; attractive light toning; bold portrait, well centered and struck in strong relief. $200

50 Trajan. A.D. 98-117. AR denarius. 3.4 gm. 19 mm. Rome mint. Struck circa A.D. 108-110. His laureate bust right, slight drapery on far 
shoulder; IMP TRAIANO AVG GER DAC P M TR P / Felicitas standing left, holding caduceus and leaning on column; COS V P P S 
P Q R OPTIMO PRINC. RIC II 120. RSC 81b. Near Extremely Fine; attractive rich old tone over original surfaces; bold portrait; well 
centered. $200  
Ex The Knobloch Collection (Stacks, May 1-3 1980), lot 454.

51 Hadrian. A.D. 117-138. Æ sestertius. 23.43 gm. 31 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 134-138. His laureate head right; HADRIANVS AVG 
COS III P P / Winged Nemesis advancing right, drawing out fold of dress from breast and holding olive branch; S C flanking. RIC II.1 
779. Good Very Fine; beautiful slightly mottled light sea green patina. $350  
Ex R. Johnson stock (London, 28 April 1997).

52 Marcus Aurelius. A.D. 161-180. AR denarius. 3.89 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 168. His laureate head right; M ANTONINVS AVG 
ARM PARTH MAX / Fortuna seated left, holding rudder and cornucopia; FORT RED TR P XXII IMP V around, COS III in 
exergue. RIC III 185. RSC 208. Choice Extremely Fine; minty reflective fields; light attractive iridescent tone; crisp high relief strike. 
Choice coin. $250  
Ex The Knobloch Collection (Stacks, May 1-3 1980), lot 721.

53 Lucius Verus. A.D. 161-169. AR denarius. 3.42 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 163-164. His bare head right; L VERVS AVG 
ARMENIACVS / Mars standing right, holding spear and shield; TR P IIII IMP II COS II. RIC III 515. RSC 229. Good Very Fine; 
strong portrait; lightly toned and attractive. $150
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54 Commodus. A.D. 177-192. AR denarius. 2.87 gm. 17 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 184. His laureate head right; M COMM ANTON AVG PIVS 
BRIT / Modius and grain-ears; P M TR P VIIII IMP VII COS IIII P P. RIC III 94. RSC 467. Near Extremely Fine; minty fields; rich 
old tone; crisp. $150  
Ex The Knobloch Collection (Stacks, May 1-3 1980), lot 827.

55 Septimius Severus. A.D. 193-211. AR denarius. 3.03 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 210. His laureate head right; SEVERVS PIVS AVG 
BRIT / Jupiter standing left, holding thunderbolt and scepter, two children standing at feet, one to either side; P M TR P XVIII COS III 
P P. RIC IV.1 240. RSC 540. Good Extremely Fine; crisp strike; minty surfaces with light attractive iridescent blue and magenta toning. 
Ex The Knobloch Collection (Stacks, May 1-3 1980), lot 879. $250

56 Caracalla. A.D. 198-217. AR denarius. 3.13 gm. 18.5 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 202. His young boy’s laureate and draped bust right; 
ANTONINVS PIVS AVG / Two captives seated flanking base of trophy; PART MAX PON TR P V COS. RIC IV.1 65. RSC 179a. 
Near Extremely Fine; beautiful old toning over crisp even surfaces; exquisite die work. $250  
Ex Triton XX (9 January 2017), AK Collection, lot 615 part 34. Ex Münzen und Medaillen Basel 1968.

57 Elagabalus. A.D. 218-222. AR denarius. 2.85 gm. 18 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 219-220. His laureate and draped bust right; IMP 
ANTONINVS PIVS AVG / Fortuna standing left, holding rudder on globe and cornucopia; FORTVNAE AVG. RIC IV.2 80. RSC 46. 
Choice Extremely Fine; minty; crisp and attractive with light iridescent toning. $300  
From an old European collection.

58 MOESIA INFERIOR. Nicopolis ad Istrum. Elagabalus. A.D. 218-222. Æ. 12.85 gm. 27 mm. Novius Rufus, consular legate. His laureate 
bust right / Asklepios standing facing, head left, holding serpent-entwined staff. Varbanov 3896. Very Fine; attractive blue and green patina.  
 $150

59 Severus Alexander. A.D. 222-235. AR denarius. 3.44 gm. 20 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 232. His laureate and draped bust right; IMP 
ALEXANDER PIVS AVG / Mars advancing right, holding spear and shield; MARS VLTOR. RIC IV.2 246. RSC 161c. Choice 
Extremely Fine; lightly toned; crisp. An exceptional example. $150  
From an old European collection.

60 Maximinus I. A.D. 235-238. AR denarius. 2.55 gm. 22 mm. Rome mint. Struck circa A.D. 236-238. His laureate, draped, and cuirassed 
bust right; MAXIMINVS PIVS AVG GERM / Winged Victory standing left, holding wreath and palm; captive seated at her feet to 
left; VICTORIA GERM. RIC IV.2 23. RSC 107. Extremely Fine; lightly toned; large flan; great realistic portrait. Crisp and attractive. 
Interesting type, victory over Germany. $200  
Ex The Knobloch Collection (Stack’s, May 1-3 1980), lot 1094.

61 Maximus. Caesar, A.D. 235-238. AR denarius. 3.55 gm. 21 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 235-236. His bareheaded and draped bust right; 
IVL VERVS MAXIMVS CAES / Priestly implements: lituus, knife, jug, simpulum, and sprinkler; PIETAS AVG. RIC IV.2 1. RSC 1. 
Choice Extremely Fine; rich and attractive toning; beautiful portrait; well centered and struck on a broad flan. $450  
From an old European collection.

62 Pupienus. A.D. 238. AR denarius. 2.75 gm. 20 mm. Rome mint. His laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP C M CLOD 
PVPIENVS AVG / Concordia seated left, holding patera and double cornucopia; CONCORDIA AVGG. RIC IV.2 1. RSC 6. Good 
Very Fine; lightly toned; light porosity; bold portrait; well centered. $400  
From an old European collection.

63 Gordian III. A.D. 238-244. AR denarius. 3.13 gm. 21 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 240. His laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP 
GORDIANVS PIVS FEL AVG / Securitas seated left on throne, holding scepter and resting head upon hand; SECVRITAS 
PVBLICA. RIC IV.3 130. RSC 340. Extremely Fine; nicely toned; reverse exceptionally crisply struck; broad flan. $125  
From an old European collection.

64 Gordian III. A.D. 238-244. Æ sestertius. 20.47 gm. 29 mm. Rome mint. A.D. 238. His laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP 
CAES M ANT GORDIANVS AVG / Fides standing left, holding signum and scepter; FIDES MILITVM around, S C to either side. 
RIC IV.3 254a. Very Fine; attractive glossy brown and green patina. $150  
Ex Davissons Auction (18 November 1994), lot 191.

65 Philip I. A.D. 244-249. AR antoninianus. 4.09 gm. 22 mm. Rome mint. Struck A.D. 244-247. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; 
IMP M IVL PHILIPPVS AVG / Aequitas standing left, holding scales and cornucopia; AEQVITAS AVGG. RIC IV.3 27b. RSC 9. 
Choice Extremely Fine; lightly toned with iridescence and luster; well centered and crisply struck on a broad flan. $200  
Ex Coin Galleries (April 14, 1982), lot 437.

66 Otacilia Severa. Augusta, A.D. 244-249. AR antoninianus. 4.63 gm. 23 mm. Commemorating the 1000th anniversary of the founding of 
Rome. Rome mint. A.D. 248. Her draped bust right, wearing stephane, set on crescent; OTACIL SEVERA AVG / A hippopotamus 
standing right, raising head; SAECVLARES AVGG around, IIII in exergue. RIC IV.3 116b (Philip I). RSC 64. Good Very Fine; rich 
pleasing toning; well centered. Struck on an unusually broad and heavy flan. $300

67 Trajan Decius. A.D. 249-251. AR antoninianus. 4.31 gm. 22 mm. Rome mint. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP C 
M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS AVG / Genius standing left, holding patera and cornucopia; standard to right; GENIVS EXERC 
ILLVRICIANI. RIC IV.3 16c. RSC 49. Good Extremely Fine; lustrous; rich old toning. $200  
Ex The Knobloch Collection (Stack’s, May 1-3 1980), lot 1203.

68 Hostilian. As Caesar, A.D. 250-251. AR antoninianus. 3.37 gm. 22 mm. Rome mint. His radiate and draped bust right; C VALENS 
HOSTIL MES QVINTVS N C / Mars advancing right, holding shield and spear; MARTI PROPVGNATORI. RIC IV.3 177b. RSC 
15. Good Very Fine; light lustrous tone; good style young boy’s portrait; well centered on a broad flan. Very nice for the type. Scarce. 
Ex Frank Kovacs Mail Auction III (23 October 1981), lot 299. $300
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69 Volusian. A.D. 251-253. AR antoninianus. 3.14 gm. 21 mm. Rome mint. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP CAE C VIB 
VOLVSIANO AVG / Concordia standing left, holding patera and double cornucopia; CONCORDIA AVGG. RIC IV.3 167. RSC 20. 
Extremely Fine; attractively toned, with blue iridescent highlights. $150  
Ex Harlan Berk Auction (10 August 1981), lot 127.

70 Aemilian. A.D. 253. AR antoninianus. 3.25 gm. 22 mm. Rome mint. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP AEMILIANVS 
PIVS FEL AVG / Spes advancing left, holding flower and raising hem of skirt; SPES PVBLICA. RIC IV.3 10. RSC 47. Good Very Fine; 
nicely toned; light roughness; strong portrait on broad flan. Rare. From an old European collection. $250

71 Gallienus. A.D. 253-268. Antoninianus. 3.18 gm. 24 mm. Colonia Agrippinensis (Cologne) mint. A.D. 258-259. His radiate, draped, and 
cuirassed bust right; GALLIENVS P F AVG / Mars, holding shield, standing facing within tetrastyle temple; DEO MARTI. RIC V.1 10. 
RSC 149a. Extremely Fine; crisply struck; bold interesting style portrait on broad elongated flan; typical weak reverse; nicely toned, with 
substantial silver. From an old European collection. $150

72 Marius. Romano Gallic usurper. A.D. 269. Æ antoninianus. 2.86 gm. 19 mm. Unidentified mint. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust 
right; IMP C M AVR MARIVS AVG / Victory standing left, holding wreath and palm; VICTORIA AVG. RIC V.2 17. Near Extremely 
Fine/ Good Very Fine; crisp strike, superb portrait of outstanding individual style; attractive glossy brown patina; bit of roughness and 
verdigris on reverse. Rare, and even more so in this condition, and with a well-struck reverse. $400  
From an old European collection. Marius’ portraits with a short beard vary remarkably in style, and this is a superb example.

73 Victorinus. Usurper in Gaul. A.D. 269-271. Æ antoninianus. 2.92 gm. 19 mm. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP C 
VICTORINVS P F AVG / Pax standing left, holding olive branch and scepter; V to left, star to right; PAX AVG. RIC V.2 118. Near 
Extremely Fine; brown patina with some multicolored highlights and silvering on reverse; crisply struck obverse. $100

74 Tetricus I. Usurper in Gaul. A.D. 271-274. Æ antoninianus. 3.21 gm. 17 mm. Cologne/Koln or Treveri/Trier. His radiate and cuirassed bust 
right; IMP TETRICVS P F AVG / Hilaritas standing left, holding palm and cornucopia; HILARITAS AVGG. RIC V.2 80. Good Very 
Fine; attractive glossy brown patina; well struck on both sides. $100

75 Tacitus. A.D. 275-276. Antoninianus. 4.4 gm. 21 mm. Rome mint, 6th officina. A.D. 275. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP 
C M CL TACITVS AVG / Fides Militum standing facing, head left, holding signa in each hand; FIDES MILITVM around, XXIS in 
exergue. RIC V.1 87. Extremely Fine; well struck on a broad flan; attractively silvered. From an old European collection. $125

76 Probus. A.D. 276-282. AR antoninianus. 4.49 gm. 22 mm. Antioch mint, 7th officina. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; 
IMP C M AVR PROBVS AVG / Emperor standing right, holding scepter surmounted by eagle, receiving globe from Jupiter standing 
left, holding scepter; CLEMENTIA TEMP around, Z between, XXI in exergue. RIC V.2 921. Mint State; good silver; sharply struck 
portrait; broad flan; small deposit on reverse. From an old European collection. $125

77 Carus. A.D. 282-283. Æ antoninianus. 4.74 gm. 23 mm. Rome mint. His radiate and cuirassed bust right; IMP C M AVR CARVS P F 
AVG / Virtus standing left, leaning on shield and holding spear; VIRTVS AVGG around, KAΓ in exergue. RIC V.2 45. Near Extremely 
Fine; pleasing portrait crisply struck on a broad flan; traces of silvering on beautiful dark brown patina. $150  
From an old European collection.

78 Numerian. As Caesar, A.D. 282-283. Antoninianus. 4.08 gm. 21 mm. Rome mint, 6th officina. A.D. 282. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed 
bust right, seen from behind; M AVR NVMERIANVS NOB C / Numerian standing left, holding globe and scepter; PRINCIPI 
IVVENTVT around, SKA in exergue. RIC V.2 363. Good Very Fine; well silvered; excellent portrait well centered on a broad flan. 
From an old European collection. $150

79 Carinus. A.D. 283-285. Antoninianus. 4.95 gm. 24 mm. Rome mint. His radiate, draped, and cuirassed bust right; IMP CARINVS P F 
AVG / Aequitas standing left, holding scales and cornucopia; AEQVITAS AVGG around, KAZ in exergue. RIC V.2 236. Near Extremely 
Fine; crisp, well silvered, handsome style; well centered on a broad flan, and attractive. From an old European collection. $150

80 Diocletian. A.D. 284-305. Æ follis. 9.97 gm. 26 mm. Londinium (London) mint. Struck circa A.D. 300. His laureate and cuirassed bust 
right; IMP C DIOCLETIANVS P F AVG / Genius standing left, holding patera and cornucopia; GENIO POPVLI ROMANI. RIC 
VI 6a. Good Very Fine; attractive dark green patina, lightly silvered; crisply struck on a very broad flan. $100  
From an old European collection.

81 Constantius I. As Caesar, A.D. 293-305. Æ follis. 10.23 gm. 26 mm. Heraclea mint, 3rd officina. Struck A.D. 296-297. His laureate head 
right; FL VAL CONSTANTIVS NOB CAES / Genius standing left, holding patera and cornucopia; GENIO POPVLI ROMANI 
around, HTΓ in exergue. RIC VI 18a. Extremely Fine; bold portrait, dark patina, crisp and attractive. $125  
Ex Kirk Davis Catalog 58 (Fall 2010), lot 175.

82 Severus II. As Caesar, A.D. 305-306. Æ follis. 9.61 gm. 27 mm. Treveri (Trier) mint. His laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right, seen 
from front; FL VAL SEVERVS NOB CAES / Genius standing left, holding patera and cornucopia; GENIO POPVLI ROMANI 
around, S-F flanking, PTR in exergue. RIC VI 661a. Good Very Fine; attractive dark green patina with highlights. Scarce.  
From an old European collection. $200

83 Constantine I (the Great). A.D. 307-337. Æ follis. 2.8 gm. 19 mm. Dafne coinage. Constantinople mint, 1st officina. Struck A.D. 328. His 
rosette-diademed head right, eyes raised to God; CONSTANTINVS MAX AVG / Victory seated left on cippus, head right, holding 
laurel branch in right hand and palm frond in left; trophy to left, at its foot captive kneeling left, head right; CONSTANTINIANA 
DAFNE around, A to left, CONS in exergue. RIC VII 32. Choice Extremely Fine; well centered; green patina, nicely silvered. There is a 
break in the patina on Constantine’s cheek. The reverse is superb, with high relief detail throughout. Rare. $500  
Ex Harlan Berk. The Constantine DAFNE issues were issued only for Constantine at the Constantinople mint to pay workers rebuilding Constantinople. 
The reverse was used for no other emperors. It may have also been a commemorative of a Constantinian camp on the bank of the Danube.

84 Licinius I. A.D. 308-324. Æ nummus. 3.72 gm. 21 mm. Alexandria mint, 1st officina. A.D. 316-317. His laureate head right; IMP C VAL 
LICIN LICINIVS P F AVG / Jupiter standing left, holding scepter and Victory on globe, eagle with wreath in beak to left; IOVI 
CONSERVATORI AVGG around, K to left, wreath | X | A to right, ALE in exergue. RIC VII 18. Near Extremely Fine; good style; 
attractive red and gold patina, lightly silvered. $150
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85 Helena. Augusta, A.D. 324-328/30. Æ follis. 2.71 gm. 18 mm. Heraclea mint, 4th officina. Struck A.D. 325-326. Her diademed and draped 
bust right; FL HELENA AVGVSTA / Securitas standing left, holding branch; SECVRITAS REIPVBLICE around, SMHΔ in 
exergue. RIC VII 79. Good Extremely Fine; crisp dark green patina. Beautiful example. $125  
Ex Durrington Hoard II (buried circa A.D. 327-328; found Wiltshire, 1993).

86 Constantius II. A.D. 337-361. AR siliqua. 1.99 gm. 17.5 mm. Arelate (Arles) mint, 2nd officina. Struck A.D. 353-360. His pearl-diademed, 
draped, and cuirassed bust right; D N CONSTANTIVS P F AVG / VOTIS | XXX | MVLTIS | XXXX in four lines within wreath, 
SCON below. RIC VIII 207, 253. RSC 342-3c. Brilliant Extremely Fine; beautiful light toning with iridescence; mint fresh surfaces; crisp 
and attractive. From an old European collection. $500

87 Julian II. As Caesar, A.D. 355-360. AR reduced siliqua. 1.96 gm. 16 mm. Arelate (Arles) mint, 3rd officina. His bareheaded, draped, and 
cuirassed bust right; D N IVLIANVS NOB CAES / VOTIS | V | MVLTIS | X within wreath with large central jewel; TCON below. 
RIC VIII 264. RSC 154b. Near Extremely Fine; fresh coin with exceptional iridescent toning; particularly well centered on flan; striations 
in the obverse field from the die; beautiful siliqua. From an old European collection. $750

88 Valens. A.D. 364-378. AR siliqua. 1.86 gm. 18 mm. Antioch mint. Struck A.D. 367-375. His pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust 
right; DN VALENS PER F AVG / VOT | X | MVL | XX within laurel wreath; ANT below. RIC IX 33c. RSC 95Ab. Extremely Fine; 
beautiful old toning; a few minor scratches on reverse. Slight die marks on obverse. Scarce and attractive. $350  
Ex Harlan Berk Auction 17 (4 December 1981), lot 224.

89 Theodosius I. A.D. 379-395. AR siliqua. 2.23 gm. 19 mm. Treveri (Trier) mint. Struck A.D. 388-395. His pearl-diademed, draped, and 
cuirassed bust right; DN THEODOSIVS P F AVG / Roma seated left on cuirass, holding Victory on globe and reversed spear; VIRTVS 
ROMANORVM around, TRPS in exergue. RIC IX 94b, 106a. RSC 57a. Extremely Fine; brilliant mint fresh surfaces with beautiful 
iridescent toning. From an old European collection. $750

90 Arcadius. A.D. 383-408. Æ 2. 4.76 gm. 20 mm. Antioch mint, 6th officina. Struck A.D. 383-388. His pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed 
bust right; D N ARCADIVS P F AVG / Arcadius standing right, holding standard and globe, foot on captive; VIRTVS EXERCITI 
around, ANTS in exergue. RIC IX 63e. Very Fine; rich dark green patina. $100

91 Magnus Maximus. A.D. 383-388. AR siliqua. 1.71 gm. 17 mm. Treveri (Trier) mint. His pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right; D 
N MAG MAXIMVS P F AVG / Roma seated on throne facing, head left, holding globe and spear; VIRTVS ROMANORVM around, 
TRPS in exergue. RIC IX 84b.1. RSC 20a. Near Extremely Fine; rich iridescent toning; small mark on cheek beneath toning; beautifully 
centered and struck. From an old European collection. $500

92 Eugenius. A.D. 392-394. AR siliqua. 1.75 gm. 17 mm. Treveri (Trier) mint. His pearl-diademed, draped, and cuirassed bust right; D N 
EVGENIVS P F AVG / Roma seated left on cuirass, holding Victory on globe and reversed spear; VIRTVS ROMANORVM around, 
TRPS in exergue. RIC IX 106d. RSC 14a. Good Very Fine; toned; bold portrait; good metal. $600  
From an old European collection.

93 Honorius. A.D. 393-423. AR siliqua. 1.19 gm. 18 mm. Mediolanum (Milan) mint. Struck A.D. 395-402. His pearl-diademed, draped, and 
cuirassed bust right; DN HONORIVS P F AVG / Roma seated left on cuirass, holding Victory on globe and reversed spear; VIRTVS 
ROMANORVM around, MDPS in exergue. RIC X 1228. RSC 59b. Brilliant Extremely Fine; rich iridescent toning; striking crack at 3’. 
From an old European collection.  $350

 the british isles   
british haMMered & Milled

94 Early Anglo-Saxon. Primary Phase. Circa 680 - circa 710. Æ sceat. 1.23 gm. 12.5 mm. Series A2. Radiate bust right; TIC in front / Standard 
square; T O T I I arranged inside; Ts at angles, cross below. S. 775. Metcalf 88ff. Very Fine. $125  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

95 —. Primary Phase. Circa 680 - circa 710. AR sceat. 1.14 gm. 13 mm. Series BX. Diademed bust right in a circle of pellets; quasi-letters 
around / A bird right above a cross on steps; annulets at ends of crossbar; quasi-letters around. S. 776. Metcalf 105. Very Fine.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $250

96 —. Primary Phase. Circa 680 - circa 710. AR sceat. 1.13 gm. 11 mm. Series BX. Diademed bust right in a circle of pellets; quasi-letters around 
/ A bird right above a cross on steps; annulets at ends of crossbar; quasi-letters around. S. 776. Metcalf 105. Very Fine; cramped flan (weight 
appropriate). $200  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

97 —. Primary Phase. Circa 680 - circa 710. Sceatta (base silver). 1.14 gm. 12 mm. Series C. Radiate bust right; runic FMCF in front / Standard 
square; four crosses around, crosses abutting standard. S. 779. Metalf 122ff. Near Extremely Fine; choice example.   
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $250

98 —. Primary Phase. Circa 680 - circa 710. AR sceat. 1.29 gm. 10 mm. Series F. Bust right with pelleted helmet, blundered legend / Small 
cross on two steps, surrounding annulets, “T” symbols. S. 781. Metcalf 136, 137. Near Extremely Fine; good metal, attractive piece.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $250

99 —. Continental issue. Circa 695 - circa 740. Sceatta (base silver). 1.07 gm. 11 mm. Secondary phase. Bust right; Runic ÆPA in front / 
Central plain cross with pellets in angles, pseudo-letters around. S. 792. Metcalf 158 var. Extremely Fine; choice example, some reverse 
patination. $250  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

100 —. Secondary Phase. Circa 710 - 760. AR sceatta. .94 gm. 12 mm. Series G (examples in Metcalf are 94 and 95 percent silver). Bust right, a 
cross in front; outer circle of pellets / A standard square with three saltires. S. 800. Metcalf 267. Extremely Fine; good silver; attractive. 
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $300
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101 Early Anglo-Saxon. Secondary Phase. Circa 710 - circa 750. AR sceat. 1.18 gm. 12 mm. Series J, Type 85 (BIIIB). Large diademed head 
right in a circle of pellets / Outline of a dove on a cross with large annulets at the ends of the cross bar; four pellets in front and three on 
either side of the lower limb of the cross; circle of pellets. S. 802. Metcalf 293. Near Extremely Fine; finer artistic quality; choice piece.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $300

102 Northumbria. Eanred. 810-841. Base silver regal sceat. 1.1 gm. 13 mm. +EANRED REX around a central pellet and inner circle / 
+VILHLAH (Wilheah) around a central pellet and inner circle. S. 860. N. 186. Good Very Fine. $150  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

103 Northumbria. Aethelred II. First reign, 841-843/4. Æ sceat (brass). 1.13 gm. 12 mm. +EDILRED R around a central cross within a circle of 
pellets / +LEOFDEGN around a central cross. S. 865. (Type not in Pirie). Good Very Fine. $125  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

104 ANGLO-SAXON. Kings of Mercia. Coenwulf. 796-821. AR penny. 1.21 gm. 20 mm. Cross-crosslet type. Canterbury mint, Dealia 
moneyer. Circa 810-821. His diademed bust right / Cross-crosslet with a pellet in each quarter. +DEALLA MONETA around. S. 916. 
N. 356. Naismith C38.1d (this coin). Very Fine; minor edge chip from 1 to 3; otherwise good silver, beautifully toned with iridescence, and 
attractive. $2750  
Ex Drabble (1939).   
Ex Ryan (1950).   
Ex Stack (1999).   
Ex CNG Triton XVI (2013).

105 —. Kings of Mercia. Burgred. 852-874. AR penny. 1.32 gm. 20 mm. Crude bust right; BVRGRED REX Ω around (MacKay V50) / M•N 
above within a closed lunette, ETA below within an inverted lunette, DVDPIHI (Dudpine) across the center (North Type a). S. 942 E. N. 
423. Extremely Fine; as made. $750  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

106 —. Kings of Wessex. Alfred the Great. 871-899. AR two-line penny. 1.52 gm. 21 mm. Third coinage (circa 880-899) Canterbury type. BMC 
xvii. Danish East Anglia. +ELFREDREX DORO around small cross / Moneyer’s name in two lines with pellets above, below, and in 
between; BIRHV ΛIDMO. S. 1069. N. 638. Near Extremely Fine; sharp high relief strike on large flan; beautiful old toning. Extremely 
rare. $4500   
The reverse die and lettering is similar to Plate X:18 in Dolley, Anglo Saxon Coins. The coin overall has similarities to coin 16 on the same plate. Cf also 
SCBI 9 (Ashmolean), 277 to 279 for similar issues. North cites Burnwald as a moneyer for the Alfred two line series and this could be an imitation of or a 
prologue to that moneyer’s name in a more legible fashion.

107 —. Edward the Elder. 899-924. AR penny. 1.59 gm. 21 mm. BMC ii. Two line type. Dryhtwald moneyer. A small central cross pattée 
within an inner circle; +EADWEARD REX / Moneyer’s name divided by a row of three crosses; DYRHT VALDMO. S. 1087. N. 649. 
Extremely Fine; lightly toned. $2000  
Ex Duke of Argyll (purchased by Spink, 1949) with Argyll tag.   
Ex Seaby Bulletin (January 1957) with tag.

108 —. Eadred. 946-955. AR penny. 1.64 gm. 22 mm. Br. 1 var. Blunt type HR 2. Frothric moneyer. Central small cross, a pellet below, within 
inner circle; +EADRED REX around / Moneyer’s name in two lines; rosette | FROD | O + O | RICM | rosette (cross between two 
annulets). S. 1113 (var). N. 708 (VR). Extremely Fine; old toning over fresh surfaces; generous full flan. Choice coin; extremely rare. 
Ex Sealby Bulletin (January 1957), Y. 62 (“EF, RR”). $2500

109 —. Eadgar. 959-975. AR penny. 1.74 gm. 19 mm. Reform coinage, circa 973-975. York (EFERWIC) mint, Dun moneyer. His diademed 
bust left; +EADGAR REX ANG— (Legend begins at 9) / +DVN: M—O EFERPIC around small cross pattée. SCBI 30 (American 
Collections.) 396 (this coin). Jonsson, York type A. (Jonsson records two coins for Eadgar of this moneyer at York.) S. 1141. N. 752. 
Extremely Fine; fine portrait; attractive coin with fresh, lightly toned surfaces. Superb example; extremely rare. $10,000  
Ex SCBI 30. American Collections. No 396. John Dresser.
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110 ANGLO-SAXON. Aethelred II. 978-1016. AR penny. 1.61 gm. 21 mm. Crux type (circa 991-997). His bust left, with scepter; 
+ÆDELRED REX ΛNGLOR around / Voided short cross in center; C R V X in angles; +LEOFSTΛN MO CÆNT around. S. 1148. 
N. 770. Extremely Fine; beautifully toned. $400  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

111 —. Aethelred II. 978-1016. AR penny. 1.28 gm. 19 mm. Helmet type. London mint, Godric moneyer. His helmeted bust left; +ÆDELRED 
REX ANGLO / Voided long cross over square with incurved sides and trefoil at corners; +GO DRIC MΩO LVND. S. 1152. BMC viii. 
N. 775. Good Very Fine; toned. $400

112 —. Aethelred II. 978-1016. AR penny. 1.4 gm. 20 mm. Last small cross type (1009-1017). Lincoln mint, Sumerletha moneyer. His diademed 
bust left; +ÆDELRED REX ΛNGLO around / Small cross pattée in center; +SVMERLED MO LIN. S. 1154. N. 777. Extremely Fine; 
infrequently encountered moneyer; rusty reverse die; fresh surfaces. $400  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

113 —. Aethelred II. 978-1016. AR penny. 1.65 gm. 19 mm. Last small cross type (1009-1017). His diademed bust left; +ÆDELRED REX 
ΛNGLO around / Small cross pattée in center; +GODRICH ON LVNDE. S. 1154. N. 777. Extremely Fine; beautifully toned; attractive 
coin. $400  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

114 —. Cnut. 1016-1035. AR short cross penny. 1.05 gm. 17 mm. BMC xvi. Dover mint, Edwine moneyer. Bust left with scepter; +CNV–
TRECX / Voided short cross with an annulet at center; +EDPINE ON DOFERA. S. 1159. N. 790. BMC Anglo-Saxon 52. Near 
Extremely Fine; lightly toned over fresh surfaces. $400  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

115 —. Harold I. 1038-1040. AR penny. .91 gm. 18 mm. Fleur-de-lis type. Lincoln mint, Godric moneyer. His bust left, scepter in front; +HADI 
: O — LDREX around / Voided long cross, pellet in center; fleurs between two pellets at angles; +GODRIC ON LINC. BMC 4c. S. 
1165. N. 803. Extremely Fine; bold even strike; lightly toned over fresh surfaces. $2000

116 —. Harthacnut. 1040-1042 (Sole reign). AR penny. 1.14 gm. 18 mm. Arm and scepter type. Southwark mint, Ælfric, moneyer. Diademed 
bust left, scepter in left hand, forearm visible across bust; +CNV• T RECI / A voided short cross underneath a quadrilateral shape with 
a pellet at each corner and in the center; + EL•FRIC ONN SVDCC. S. 1169. N. 799. BMC type xvii; as BMC 543. Choice Extremely 
Fine; beautifully toned. Superb. $5000  
The forearm across the bust is a distinctive aspect of this issue. This exact coin type is the only example of Harthacnut cited for Southwark in the 1893 British 
Museum reference.

117 —. Edward the Confessor. 1042-1066. AR penny. 1.3 gm. 20 mm. BMC vii. Hastings mint, Duninc moneyer. 1053-1056. Bust right wearing 
a pointed helmet, holding scepter; +EDPER–DREX / Voided short cross, limb ends with three crescents; +DVINNC ON HÆSTIE. 
S. 1179. N. 825. BMC (Anglo-Saxon) 506. Extremely Fine; choice; light golden toning over fresh surfaces. $750  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

118 —. Edward the Confessor. 1042-1066. AR penny. 1.45 gm. 19 mm. York mint. Sovereign/eagles type. 1059-1059. The king crowned and 
bearded, sitting on a throne facing; a long scepter in his right hand and an orb in his left / A voided short cross with a bird in each angle; 
+SNEBRN ON EOFRPI. S. 1181. N. 827. Cf. Hildebrand 149. Near Extremely Fine; clear obverse and reverse strike; slight metal strain 
marks across obverse but nothing corresponding on the reverse; attractive example of an unusual type. $750

119 —. Edward the Confessor. 1042-1066. AR penny. 1.29 gm. 19 mm. Pyramids type. York mint, Outhgrim moneyer. His bust right, scepter in 
in front; EDRRD I / Short voided cross, pyramids on inner circle facing angles; +OVDGRIM ON EOF. BMC xv. As BMC 416. S. 1184. 
N. 881. Extremely Fine; fresh surfaces under light steel gray toning; bold strike; choice coin. $750

120 —. Harold II. 1066. AR PAX penny. 1.21 gm. 20 mm. Thetford mint, Thurgod moneyer. His crowned head left, a scepter in front / PAX 
across center between two lines; +DIIRGOD ON DEOT. S. 1186. N.836. Cf SCBI 2 (Hunterian) 1211 same reverse die. Very Fine; partly 
blundered strike; attractive old toning with hints of iridescence. $3000  
Ex Doubleday (6 October 1987), lot 532 “extremely rare.”   
Ex Davisson 18 (21 November 2002), lot 230.

121 William I. 1066-1087. AR two stars penny (BMC v). 1.15 gm. 19 mm. 1074-1077. Crowned bust facing, stars on either side; +PILLEM REX 
II / A cross over a quadrilateral with incurved sides, an annulet in the center; +BRIHTRIC ON LII. S. 1254. N. 845. BMC Norman 
Kings 332 (rev). Extremely Fine; beautifully toned; choice example. $1500  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

122 William I. 1066-1087. AR PAXS penny. 1.39 gm. 20 mm. Southwark mint, Ældoulf moneyer. Facing bust, crown 1; PILLELM REX 
around / Cross pattée; P A X S in angles; +IELDOIILF ON SIDE. S. 1257. N. 848. BMC (Norman Kings) 955. Extremely Fine; fresh 
surfaces under attractive light toning. $1000  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.
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123 William II. 1087-1100. AR profile type penny. 1.54 gm. 18 mm. Winchester mint, Lifwold moneyer. Crowned bust right in profile, holding 
sword; +PILLELM REX / +LIFPOLD ON PINC. S. 1258. N. 851. Near Extremely Fine; light toning over fresh surfaces.  
Ex Triton VI (2003), lot 1483 ($3750 plus commissions). $5000

124 Henry I. 1100-1135. AR quadrilateral on cross fleury penny BMC xv. 1.41 gm. 20 mm. London mint, Estmund moneyer. 1125 - circa 
1135. Crowned facing bust, head three-quarters left; +hENRICVS R / A quadrilateral with sides curved inward over a cross fleury; 
+ESTMVND • ON • LVND •. S. 1276. N. 871. Good Very Fine; well struck and clear; old scrape in legend at 7 reverse.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $850

125 Henry I. 1100-1135. AR quadrilateral on cross fleury penny BMC xv. 1.37 gm. 20 mm. 
Winchester mint. 1125 - circa 1135. Crowned bust left with scepter; …RICVS… / Quadrilateral 
with incurved sides, a lis at each corner, over a cross fleury; …S ON PIN…. S. 1276. N. 871. 
Very Fine; struck partly offcenter; attractive dark tone. With early collector tag.     $400 
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

126 Henry I. 1100-1135. AR quadrilateral on cross fleury penny BMC xv. 1.38 gm. 19 mm. Crowned bust left with scepter; hEN… / Quadrilateral 
with incurved sides, a lis at each corner, over a cross fleury; …ALRIC…. S. 1276. N. 871. Very Fine; parts weakly struck; attractive dark tone.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $400

127 Stephen. 1135-1154. AR Watford type penny. 1.42 gm. 20 mm. Crowned bust right holding scepter; inner circle around; legend weakly struck 
/ A central cross moline with a fleur in each angle ...RIC ON .. S. 1278. N. 873. Good Very Fine; clear portrait and central design on reverse; 
legends poorly struck (if at all). $450  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

henry ii tealby pennies
128 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby penny. 1.31 gm. 19 mm. Class A. Circa 1158-1163. Facing bust with scepter; no hair, no collar; +hENRI REX 

[A]NGLI / Large cross potent with a small cross potent in each angle; RI[CA]RD : ON : …A… (Canterbury?). S. 1337. N. 952/2. Good 
Very Fine; even round flan; particularly well struck obverse and unusually well centered; reverse legend strong as well though the latter part 
(the mint) of the legend is more blundered than misstruck; exceptional example of this issue. $750  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

129 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby penny. 1.37 gm. 19 mm. Class A. Circa 1158-1163. Facing bust with scepter; no hair, no collar; +hENRI … / 
Large cross potent with a small cross potent in each angle; …ARD…. S. 1337. N. 952. Near Very Fine; attractive tone over fresh surfaces; 
portrait and some clear legend details on obverse; reverse legends mostly missing. $200  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

130 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby penny. 1.4 gm. 20 mm. Class A. Circa 1158-1161. Facing bust with scepter, no hair; …NRI REX / Large 
cross potent with a small cross potent in each angle; …AT… (plus some partial letters to speculate about). S. 1337. N. 952. Good Very Fine; 
blundered legends, bold centers; attractive dark tone on good metal; small striking crack at 11. Attractive piece. $350  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

131 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby penny. 1.44 gm. 19 mm. Portrait badly blundered—probably struck over another piece that was left in the 
anvil die resulting in a particularly clear reverse strike / Large cross potent with a small cross potent in each angle; +PIERE…VND. S. 1337. 
N. 952var. Poor / Very Fine though offcenter; surface crack on obverse; pinhole on inner circle at 1’ on obverse / 2’ on reverse.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $80

132 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby penny. 1.39 gm. 20 mm. Class B. Circa 1162-1163. Facing bust with scepter, no hair, mantle folds at chin; …
EN REX A… / Large cross potent with a small cross potent in each angle; …ON C… (Canterbury?). S. 1338. N. 953/1. Good Very Fine; 
bold portrait; legends not well struck; fresh surfaces under attractive toning. $300  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

133 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby penny. 1.44 gm. 20 mm. Class B. Circa 1162-1163. Durham mint, Waltier moneyer. Facing bust with scepter; 
no hair, no collar; +hENRI REX [ANG]LI (Probably Bust A2 based on mint and moneyer) / Cross potent with smaller cross potent in 
each angle; +WA…R ON DV…. S. 1338. N. 953 var. Cf. BMC Tealby 254ff. Good Very Fine; substantial detail; even round flan.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $450

134 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby penny. 1.45 gm. 19 mm. Class C. Facing bust with scepter, curl on right; +hEN… / Large cross potent with 
a small cross potent in each angle; …DEHA(?) : ON …. S. 1339. N. 956. Very Fine; usual varied strike quality. $200  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

135 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby penny. 1.43 gm. 21 mm. Facing bust with scepter, curl on right / Large cross potent with a small cross potent 
in each angle; WIL…. S. 1339. N. 956. Very Fine; central parts clear as struck with a rusty die; no legends visible; good metal.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.  $200

136 Henry II. 1154-1189. AR Tealby cut halfpenny. .63 gm. 19/9 mm. First issue. Canterbury mint. 
Circa 1165-1168. Facing bust; D1 / Cross potent with smaller cross potent in each angle; …ON : 
CAN …. S. 1340. N. 958/1. Near Very Fine.                                                                         $100 
The Douglas Bayern Collection. Ex Elmore Jones (with one of his early type tags).
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137 John. 1199-1216. AR short cross penny. 1.51 gm. 18.5 mm. Class 5c. London mint, Abel moneyer. Facing bust with scepter; hENRICVS R–
EX / Voided short cross; +ABEL ON LVND. S. 1352. N. 971. Extremely Fine; light reddish-hued toning over fresh surfaces.  
The Douglas Bayern Collection. $200

138 Henry III. 1216-1272. AR short cross penny. 1.41 gm. 20 mm. Class 7b (Mass VIIb3). Facing bust; hENRICVS REX / Voided short cross; 
+GIFFREI ON LVN. S. 1356 B. N. 978(A). Cf. Mass (SCBI 56) 2026ff. Very Fine. $100  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

139 Henry III. 1216-1272. AR voided cross penny. 1.4 gm. 17 mm. Class 3b. Facing bust; ★hENRICVS REX III / Voided long cross; NIC 
OLE ONL VND. S. 1363. N. 987. Good Very Fine. $100  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

140 Edward III. 1327-1377. AR groat. 4.45 gm. 29 mm. Pre-Treaty Period. 1351-1361, with French title. London. Cross 1 i.m. Series B/C mule. 
Facing bust; EDWARD D GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC Dh, pellet stops; the “X” in REX is from a mintmark punch placed at a 45º 
angle / Long cross; POSVI | DEVM A | DIVTOR | EM MEV (small line over “V”) around, annulet stops; CIVITAS LONDON. S. 
1563/1565. N. 1142/1147. Stewartby, p. 259 B/C. Lawrence (Num Chron 1926) B2/C1. Good Very Fine; particularly broad flan; slight striking 
crack. Well struck and attractive. $1350  
Ex Shirely Fox and Naish Collections. Seaby 1945. (Naish tag).

141 Edward IV. First Reign, 1461-1470. AR groat. 3.93 gm. 27 mm. Heavy Coinage (1461-1464). Type III. London. Rose i.m. Facing bust, a 
small trefoil on breast, quatrefoils in field beside neck; EDWARD DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC / Long cross; POSVI | DEVM A 
| DIVTOR | EM MEV; CIVITAS LONDON. S. 1973. N. 1532. Blunt & Whitton III, reverse a. Stewartby p. 327; III. Near Extremely 
Fine; exceptional quality for this era on a large flan. $1250  
Ex Lockett.

tournai

 Tournai, one of Belgium’s oldest cities, sits about fifty miles southwest of Brussels, its history reflecting the forces that flowed back 
and forth across Europe for centuries. For a while, it was claimed by Henry VIII.  England captured it in 1513 in one in the series of 

Renaissance or Italian Wars. In 1518 the Treaty of London returned the city to French rule.   
During those few years of occupancy, English style groats with a Gothic T mintmark were issued at Tournai, though the dies were made at 
the Tower of London. Few have survived and decent examples show up infrequently.   
This group of three coins represents the changeover in coinage and proposed subsequent use of the dies. R. Carlyon Britten, a major 
collector and scholar of British coins in the middle of the 20th century, published an article in the 1955-1957 British Numismatic Journal 
analyzing the re-use of Tournai dies for English issues by overstriking the mintmarks with a portcullis.   
Carlyon Britten considered one of the pieces listed here a pattern. The reverse has a lis in each of the forks and he considered it unique. 
Whitton agrees calling it “a trial piece.” Stewartby comments that the trefoils may have been to discriminate the Tournai issue from regular 
Tower issues.   
Carlyon Britten notes that the other coin is known by only one or two other additional examples. Stewartby notes that these coins with an 
overstruck mintmark are “very rare” but does not address Carlyon Britten’s numbers.   
Such definitive collections as Murdoch and Lockett did not have examples of these overstruck mintmark pieces.    
Lot 337 below: The English came back to Tournai  beginning with a seventy day siege by the Duke of Marlborough in late June, 1709 
during the War of Spanish Succession. The city issued an emergency square siege coinage with the image of Marechal de Surville, city 
commander. 

142 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.8 gm. 26 mm. First Coinage. Tournai issue. Crowned cursive capital T i.m. Profile crowned bust of 
Henry VII right; HENRIC DI GRΛ’ REX FRΛNC Z ΛGLIE; saltire stops / Long cross over shield; CIVI | TAS | TORN | ACEN’. S. 
2317. N. — . Stewartby p 437. Near Extremely Fine; choice gray-blue toning over fresh surfaces; reverse particularly with underlying luster; 
flan shortage at 12; particularly bold portrait. $3500  
Ex Motcomb (Morton and Eden, 2016)   
Elmore Jones tag (?).

143 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat (Unique pattern; Tournai die). 2.82 gm. 26 mm. First Coinage. 1509-1526. London. 
Crowned portcullis over T / Crowned portcullis i.m (lis in reverse forks). Profile crowned bust of Henry VII right; 
pellet in field behind head; HENRIC VIII DI GRA REX AGL Z FR; saltire stops; struck from a die originally 
prepared for Tournai groat / Long cross over shield, lis in forks; POSVI | DEV’ x A | DIVTOR | E MEV; double 
saltire stop between E & M. S. 2316. N. 1762. Stewartby p. 437 (iii). Whitton, p 207 (iii) var. Good Extremely Fine. 
Ex Carlyon-Britten. Tag by C.B. describing issue. He considers this a unique pattern.                                               $9000

 Cf. BNJ Vol XXVIII (1955-57), p. 203 for R. Carlyon-Britton on this issue.
 This piece illustrated on plate XIII accompanying Whitton’s article in The British Numismatic Journal, 1950. Whitton notes “It 

may justly be called a trial piece.”
 Ex Motcomb (Morton and Eden, 2016).

144 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat (Tournai die). 3.02 gm. 26 mm. First Coinage. 1509-1526. London. Crowned portcullis over T / Crowned 
portcullis i.m. Nothing in forks. Profile crowned bust of Henry VII right, pellet in field behind head; HENRIC VIII DI GRA REX AGL 
Z FR; saltire stops; struck from a die originally prepared for Tournai groat / Long cross over shield; POSVI | DEV A | DIVTOR | E 
MEV; double saltire stops. S. 2316. N. 1762. Stewartby p. 437 (iii). Whitton, p 207 (iii) var (Whitton illustrates a holed example of this issue 
in his 1950 BNJ article). $3500  
Ex Carlyon-Britten. Tag by C.B. describing issue. “Only two or three known.”   
Cf. BNJ Vol XXVIII (1955-57), p. 203 for R. Carlyon-Britton on this issue.   
Ex Motcomb (Morton and Eden, 2016).
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145 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR halfgroat. 1.38 gm. 19 mm. First Coinage. 1509-1526. York mint; pansy i.m. Archbishop Thomas Wolsey. His 
crowned bust right; hENRIC VIII DI GRA REX AG Z / Shield, keys lower left and right; CIVITAS EBORACI. S. 2326. N. 1771. 
Good Very Fine. $250  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

146 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.55 gm. 25 mm. Third coinage, 1544-1547. Lis i.m. Tower mint. His crowned bearded bust (Laker B1) 
facing partly right; / Royal shield, long cross over it; POSUI DEI legend. S. 2369. N. 1844. Extremely Fine; exceptional portrait; legends 
partly blundered; lustrous and attractive surfaces, very unusual quality for this debased issue. $600  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

147 Henry VIII (posthumous). 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.34 gm. 26 mm. Bristol mint. WS i.m. on reverse only. Old head of Henry VIII (Bust 1; 
Bristol bust A); hENRIC 8 D G ANG (lis) FRA Z HIB REX / Long cross over shield, lis in forks; CIVITAS (rose) (lis) BRISTOLIE. 
S. 2406. N. 1846. Stewartby p 528: 3a. Extremely Fine; superb coin with exceptional toning. $1750  
Ex Seaby Bulletin, December 1983 (copy included), E658 along with color photos of obverse and reverse and the Seaby stock tag (noting “as struck”).

148 Edward VI. 1547-1553. Base silver shilling. 4.94 gm. 29.5 mm. Canterbury mint. “t” i.m. (for William Tillsworth). 1549 (MDXLIX). His 
young crowned bust right; EDWARD VI D G AGL FRA Z HIB REX / Garnished oval shield with his initials at sides; TIMOR 
DOMINI FONS VITE MDXLIX. S. 2468. N. 1921. Good Very Fine; exceptional portrait for this dated base silver issue.  
Ex DNW (June 2003), lot 427 (£850, $1640 all in with commissions). $2500

149 Edward VI. 1547-1553. AR halfcrown. 15.58 gm. 35 mm. Third period. Fine silver issue. (1551-1553). Tun i.m. 1552. The king on a horse 
galloping right, no plume; EDWARD VI D G AGL FRA Z hIB REX / Square-topped shield over long cross fourchee; POSVI DEVM 
Λ DIVTOR E MEV. S. 2480. N. 1935. Good Very Fine; beautiful rich old toning over fresh surfaces; even full round flan, well and fully 
struck. $3500

150 Edward VI. 1547-1553. AR shilling. 5.99 gm. 31 mm. Third Period. 1550-1553. Fine issue. Y mm. Facing crowned bust of Edward VI with ear 
showing, earlier style; EDWARD VI D G AGL FRA Z hIB REX / Square-topped shield over long cross fourchee; POSVI DEV ΛD 
IVTOR E MEVM. S. 2482. N. 1937. Good Very Fine; broad flan; well struck on the details. The “Y” mintmark pieces are often considered 
a better and more realistic style for this varied issue. $800

151 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. AR shilling. 4.53 gm. 30 mm. Second coinage. Tower mint. Martlet i.m. Struck 1560-1561. Her crowned bust left. 
(Bust 3Cii). ELIZABETH D G AN FR ET HI REGINA / Garnished shield over long cross fourchee; POSVI DEV AD IVTORE 
M MEV. S. 2555. N. 1985. BCW MR-4Hii/MR-b5. Good Very Fine; beautiful tone, full round flan, evenly struck and well centered. 
Ex. Davisson 34: The Dr. Cedric S. Raine Collection. $1250  
A type that shows up frequently in sales records but very seldom in choice condition.

152 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. AR shilling. 6.16 gm. 34 mm. Second Issue. Cross-crosslet i.m. 1560-1561. Her large crowned bust left, pearls on 
bodice, one pearl missing on left side of arch. (Bust 1Aii). ELIZABETH D G ANG FRA ET HIB REGINA / Square-topped shield 
(Shield 9) over long cross fourchee; POSVI DEV ADIVTOREM MEV. S. 2555A. N. 1985. BCW 2Aii/b2. Good Very Fine; large early 
flan; full round, well centered, well struck, faint bend, old striking crack; overall a choice example of this early issue; choice old toning over 
fresh surfaces. $1250  
Ex Davisson Auction 22 (28 April 2005), lot 195.

153 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. AR groat. 2.12 gm. 24 mm. Second Issue. 1560-1561. Cross-crosslet i.m. Her bust (1F) left within a wire line and 
a beaded circle; ELIZABETH D G AN FR ET HIB REGINA around / Square-topped shield over long cross fourchee; POSVI 
DEV:AD IVTORE M:MEV around. S. 2556. N. 1986. BCW CC-1a: b1. Extremely Fine; full flan, fresh surfaces underlying attractive 
toning; a small crescent shaped punch mark behind portrait; overall an exceptional “minty” coin. $1250  
Ex Parsons (tag included);Glendinning, 1954 (purchased by Spink).   
Ex B. A. Seaby Ltd (tag included).   
From an old collection assembled in the 1950s.

154 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. AR crown. 29.71 gm. 41 mm. Seventh Coinage. 1 (one) i.m. 1601. Her crowned bust left, a scepter in her right hand 
and an orb in her left; ELIZABETH D G ANG FRA ET HIBER REGINA / Square garnished shield over long cross fourchee; POSVI 
DEVM AD IVTORE M MEVM. S. 2582. N. 2012. BCW O1:R1. Good Very Fine; choice example, exceptionally well and fully struck, 
with attractive old toning over pleasing surfaces. $6500  
Ex Seaby. Purchased October 1983; with a photo attached to a letter signed by Peter Seaby guaranteeing authenticity as well as an envelope and stock tag.

155 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. Silver milled shilling. 6.17 gm. 29.5 mm. Star i.m. (By Mestrelle). 1561-1571. Her crowned bust left; ELIZABETH D 
G ANG FRA ET HIB REGINA / Square-topped shield over long cross fourchee; POSVI DEVM AD IVTORE M MEV. S. 2592. N. 
2028. Borden/Brown 17: O1/R1. Near Extremely Fine; well struck on an even full flan; fresh surfaces; beautiful cabinet toning; slight marks; 
small die break in obverse field. Lovely example of this rare and artistic milled issue. $2500
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156 James I. 1603-1625. AR shilling. 5.87 gm. 31 mm. Second coinage, 1604-1619. Fourth bust. Escallop i.m. His bearded 4th bust right, XII 
behind; IACOBVS D G MAG BRIT FRA ET HIB REX / Square-topped shield; QVÆ DEVS CONIVNXIT NEMO SEPARET 
around. S. 2655. N. 2100. Good Very Fine; full flan; strong portrait. $650

157 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR crown. 29.45 gm. 42 mm. Tower Mint. Type 1a. Lis i.m. (First horseman). King on horseback left holding a sword 
back over his shoulder; the sword does not break the inner circle; CAROLVS D G MAG BRI FRA ET HIB REX / Square-topped 
garnished shield over long cross fourchee; CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO around. S. 2753. N. 2190. FRC IV/II (Same dies as Slaney 
39). Good Very Fine; beautifully toned; attractive, well centered and well struck on a full round flan. $4000  
Ex Spink Numismatic Circular (August 2003); “Toned and full, very fine or better, scarce.” (tag included).   
Ex Tallent Collection (Stack’s, April 2008).

158 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR crown. 29.8 gm. 42 mm. Oxford Mint. No i.m. obverse; seven pellets 9 o’clock rev. 1643. Shrewsbury horseman 
left, plain ground, Shrewsbury plume behind; CAROLVS D G MAG BRIT FRAN ET HIBER REX / Declaration divided by a central 
line, three Oxford plumes; RELIG PROT LET ANG LIBER PAR, 1643 below; DEVS DISSIPENTVR INIMICI EXVRGAT 
around. S. 2946 A. N. 2405 (Not noted in Morrieson). Very Fine; even strike; pleasing surfaces under attractive old toning; well centered 
on an even round flan. Extremely rare variety (as noted in Lingford sale); one other known. $7500  
Ex Lingford (Glen’s 1950, lot 175) “Very Fine and an extremely rare variety.”

159 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR crown. 29.36 gm. 43 mm. Exeter. Rose i.m. 1644 (date divided by rose). The King on horseback left, sash in large 
bow; CAROLVS D G MAG BRI FRA ET HI REX around / Round garnished shield; CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO 1644 around. 
S. 3057. N. 2556. As Brooker 1032. Good Very Fine; attractive light old toning on good metal, well struck and well centered on an even 
round flan, somewhat unusual for this issue. $3500

160 Charles II. 1660-1685. AR shilling. 5.89 gm. 26 mm. Thomas Simon’s First hammered issue. Crown i.m. (No mark of value). His 
crowned bust left; no inner circle. CAROLVS II D G MAG BRIT FR ET HIB REX around / Quartered shield, long cross fleury over; 
CHRISTO AVSPICE REGNO around (Reverse 1). S. 3308. N. 2762. ESC 272 (R). Extremely Fine; choice coin with attractive light 
toning over fresh surfaces; some obverse metal surface not fully annealed—on the flan before striking; overall this Simon issue is as made 
and is particularly rare thus. $4500  
This was a hastily produced issue. A month after Charles’ return from exile in Breda Simon was ordered to “use all speed and diligence” to produce coins to 
replace the plain coinage of Cromwell and the Commonwealth. The lack of a mark of value was unpopular and the coinage was replaced a year later.

161 Charles II. 1660-1685. AR halfcrown. 14.67 gm. 33.5 mm. Thomas Simon’s Third issue. Crown i.m. The bust of Charles II left within 
an inner circle; XXX behind; CAROLVS II D G MAG BR FR ET HIB REX / Quartered shield over long cross fleury; CHRISTO 
AVSPICE REGNO. S. 3321. N. 2761. ESC 301. Extremely Fine; an exceptional coin with fresh surfaces; well struck. (Came in a PCGS 
slab – since removed – graded AU58.) $4000  
Ex Davissons Auction 33 (30 January 2014), lot 192 (Est. $4000. PR $4750)  . 
This was a short-lived series; by 1663 Simon was out at the Mint and Roettier’s extensive milled coinage ended the hammered era.
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the frank robinson collection
Maundy Sets, Sixpences, and Shillings, lots 162-243 (excluding lot 178)

162 Charles II. 1660-1685. AR Maundy set. 1674. His laureate and draped bust right / Interlocking C’s, the number indicating the 
denomination, crown and date above. S. 3392. ESC 597 (S). 4d, ESC 612. 3d, ESC 649. 2d, ESC 681. 1d, ESC 711 (R3). Nicely matched 
and toned set, Extremely Fine, 3d Good VF; extremely rare penny variety. $450  
The penny in this set, ESC 711, is noted as “not traced” by Bull in ESC. The penny examples he lists as (S) both have reversed G’s starting the word 
GRATIA.

163 James II. 1685-1688. AR Maundy set. 1687. His laureate bust left / Crowned Roman numeral indicating the denomination, date above. S. 
3418. ESC 782. 4d 1687/6, ESC 786; 3d 1687/6, ESC 799; 2d, ESC 806; 1d, ESC 813. 1d and 3d: Good VF. 2d: Good EF. 4d: Near EF. 
Toned and attractive set. $400

164 George II. 1727-1760. AR Maundy set. 1746. His young laureate and draped bust left / Large crowned numeral, date above; on the 3d the 6 
of the date is struck over a 3 (ESC 1801, R). S. 3716. ESC 1773 (S). 4d, ESC 1785. 3d, ESC 1801(R). 2d, ESC 183. 1d, ESC 1829. Attractive 
set with attractive toning over fresh surfaces. 1d and 2d: Uncirculated. 3d and 4d: Near EF. Overall an attractive set. $400

165 George III. 1760-1820. AR Maundy set. 1772. His young laureate and draped bust right / Large crowned numeral, date above; 4d, 1772/0; 
3d, large obverse lettering; the 1d is from a die that Bull (ESC) does not note, i.e. DEI does not touch hair. S. 3762. Set: ESC 2233 (S). 
4d: ESC 2249. 3d: ESC 2263. 2d: 2274. 1d: 2291var. Extremely Fine to Good Extremely Fine; nicely matched, light toning over iridescent 
surfaces. $550

166 George III. 1760-1820. AR Maundy set. 1795. His older draped and cuirassed bust right / Large crowned numeral, date below. S. 3764. Set: 
ESC 2238 (S). Extremely Fine set; haymarking on the 4d and 3d; the 1d is choice Uncirculated. $400

167 George III. 1760-1820. AR Maundy set. 1800. His older draped and cuirassed bust right / Large crowned numeral, date below. S. 3764. 
Set: ESC 2239 (S). Lustrous Extremely Fine to good Extremely Fine; nicely toned; nicely matched. $400  
Note on envelope: “Krause Cat. Plate Coins.”

168 George III. 1760-1820. AR Maundy set. New Coinage. 1818. His laureate head right, date below / Large crowned numeral. S. 3792. Set: 
ESC 2241 (S). 4d and 2d: Lustrous Extremely Fine and choice. 3d: EF with slight marks. 1d: good EF with slight marks.   
 $350

169 George IV. 1820-1830. AR Maundy set. New Coinage. 1822. His laureate head left / Large crowned numeral, date flanking; the head on the 
3d used the smaller punch designed for the 2d because the first punch broke. S. 3816. Set: ESC 2444. Uncirculated set. In effect, a one-year 
type set with the variation on the threepence. $450

170 George IV. 1820-1830. AR Maundy set. 1826. His laureate head left; the 2d has T over B in BRITANNIAR (R3) / Large crowned numeral, 
date flanking. S. 3816. Set: ESC 2451 (R3 because of the 3d). Good Extremely Fine set. $300

171 William IV. 1830-1837. AR Maundy set. 1831. His bare head right / Large crowned numeral, date flanking. S. 3840. Set: ESC 2547. 1d: 
lightly toned EF. 2d: frosted proof, bluish hued toning, a bit uneven. 3d: near EF, slight marks. 4d: frosted proof, hairlines.   
 $250

172 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR Maundy set. 1843. Her young head left / Large crowned numeral, date flanking. S. 3916. ESC 3486. 1d: EF, slight 
marks, light toning. 2d: EF, reddish hued toning over fresh surfaces. 3d: VF. 4d: close to Unc with attractive toning. $250

173 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR Maundy set. 1861 6/1. Her young head left / Large crowned numeral, date flanking; the 2d has T over O in 
VICTORIA and 6 over 1 in the date. S. 3916. ESC 3508. Even appearing set, lightly toned over fresh surfaces. 1d and 2d: Uncirculated. 3d: 
near EF with hairlines. 4d: Good EF with fresh underlying surfaces. $250
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174 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR Maundy set. 1886. Her young head left / Large crowned numeral, date flanking. S. 3916. ESC 3543. A good 
Extremely Fine to Uncirculated set, overall even and attractive with all the pieces lustrous under light toning (the 3d is particularliy 
attractive, a rarity in this era). $300

175 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR Maundy set. 1887. Her young head left / Large crowned numeral, date flanking. S. 3916. ESC 3544 (S). An 
Uncirculated set with colorful highlights in toning over fresh surfaces. The last year of the Young Head issue. $350

176 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR Maundy set. 1888. Her Jubilee head left / Large crowned numeral, date flanking. S. 3932. ESC 3545 (S). An 
Uncirculated set, a few slight marks.  $300  
Cataloger note: In my experience, attractive Jubilee sets are the most challenging of the Victoria Maundy series, probably because the general public found 
them appealing.

177 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR Maundy set. 1896. Her old veiled head left / Large crowned numeral, date flanking. S. 3943. ESC 3554. A brilliant 
Uncirculated set, attractive and choice. $275

178 Elizabeth II. 1952 to date. AR Maundy set. Second issue. 1954 (Distributed at Westminster Abbey). Her young laureate bust right; 
+ELIZABETH II DEI GRATIA REGINA F D around / Large crowned numeral, date flanking. S. 4131. ESC 4563 (R). As issued 
(struck to a proof standard). $275  
Not part of the Frank Robinson Collection

179 Anne. 1702-1714. AR sixpence. 2.97 gm. 21 mm. Before Union with Scotland. 1707. Her draped bust left / Roses and plumes in angles. S. 
3594. ESC 1451 (S). Near Extremely Fine; attractively toned; struck on a flawed flan with a pre-strike crack at 2 obverse (and corresponding 
on reverse). $200

180 Anne. 1702-1714. AR sixpence. 2.97 gm. 21 mm. After Union with Scotland. 1711. Her draped bust left / Plain angles; large lis. S. 3619. ESC 
1461. Extremely Fine; old toning over fresh surfaces. $250

181 George I. 1714-1727. AR sixpence. 2.96 gm. 21 mm. 1723 SSC. His laureate and draped bust right / Cruciform shields, C in angles one and 
three, SS in angles two and four. S. 3652. ESC 1612. Extremely Fine; lustrous and attractive. $300

182 George II. 1727-1760. AR sixpence. 2.96 gm. 21 mm. 1728. His young laureate and draped bust left (“V” in GEORGIVS) / Cruciform 
shields, plain angles. S. 3705. ESC 1736 (R2). Extremely Fine; fresh surfaces, minor flan flaw at neck on obverse and corresponding on 
reverse, an impurity in the metal, rare variety and in exceptional condition. $450

183 George II. 1727-1760. AR sixpence. 3.02 gm. 21 mm. 1728. His young laureate and draped bust left (“V” in GEORGIVS) / Cruciform shields, 
roses and plumes in angles. S. 3707. ESC 1740. Extremely Fine; fresh surfaces under choice toning; beautiful coin. $500

184 George II. 1727-1760. AR sixpence. 2.95 gm. 21 mm. 1746 LIMA. His old laureate and draped bust left (“V” in GEORGIVS), LIMA below 
bust / Cruciform shields, plain angles. S. 3710 A. ESC 1757. Choice Extremely Fine; lustrous. $300

185 George II. 1727-1760. AR sixpence. 2.99 gm. 21 mm. Proof only issue. 1746. His old laureate and draped bust left (“V” in GEORGIVS) / 
Cruciform shields, plain angles. S. 3711. ESC 1759 (R2). Uncirculated; lustrous; slight mishandling marks. $2000  
This piece seldom shows up. The Standard Catalog values it at £1750 and CMV 2018 at almost the same, £1650. DNW sold an example last September for 
£1600 (>$2100) plus commission. It was described as “Very minor surface marks, otherwise practically as struck with attractive dark tone.” The DNW photo 
also shows a small dark spot in the obverse field. This piece compares very favorably.

186 George II. 1727-1760. AR sixpence. 3.01 gm. 21 mm. 1750. His old laureate and draped bust left (“V” in GEORGIVS) / Cruciform shields, 
plain angles. S. 3711. ESC 1760 (S). Extremely Fine; attractive light toning over fresh surfaces; minor mark on cheek that looks as if it was 
originally in the flan. $300

187 George III. 1760-1820. AR sixpence. 3 gm. 21 mm. 1787. His laureate and draped bust right; GEORGIVS III, “D” over the first “I”, thus 
“D/I II” / Cruciform shields, crowns in angles, no hearts in the Hanoverian shield. S. 3748. ESC -- (unlisted). Good Extremely Fine; 
attractively toned; unrecorded and rare. $300

188 George III. 1760-1820. AR sixpence. 2.61 gm. 20 mm. Pattern by Droz. 1790. The royal cypher, GR, crowned, laurel branches beside / 
Britannia seated. S. —. ESC 2219. Choice Extremely Fine; attractively toned over fresh surfaces. $400

189 George III. 1760-1820. AR sixpence. 2.82 gm. 19.5 mm. New Coinage. 1816. His laureate head right / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3791. 
ESC 2191. Uncirculated; lustrous, some toning. $150

190 George III. 1760-1820. AR sixpence. 2.84 gm. 19.5 mm. New Coinage. 1817. His laureate head right / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3791. 
ESC 2195. Uncirculated; colorful and attractive toning over fresh surfaces. $150
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191 George III. 1760-1820. AR sixpence. 2.82 gm. 19.5 mm. New Coinage. 1818. His laureate head right / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3791. 
ESC 2199 (S). Lustrous Uncirculated. $175

192 George III. 1760-1820. AR sixpence. 2.82 gm. 19.5 mm. New Coinage. 1819. His laureate head right; the “8” in the date is very small / 
Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3791. ESC 2202 (R). Lustrous Uncirculated. $175

193 George III. 1760-1820. AR sixpence. 2.85 gm. 19.5 mm. New Coinage. 1820. His laureate head right / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3791. 
ESC 2205 (S). Uncirculated; colorful toning; fresh surfaces. $175

194 George IV. 1820-1830. AR sixpence. 2.82 gm. 19.5 mm. 1821. His laureate head left / Crowned garnished shield, thistle (Scotland), 
shamrocks (Ireland), on sides, English rose below (Reverse 10). S. 3813. ES 2421. Good Extremely Fine; colorful light toning; fresh surfaces 
(faint tray rub away from fully Uncirculated). $250

195 George IV. 1820-1830. AR sixpence. 2.8 gm. 19.5 mm. 1824. His laureate head left / Crowned shield in Garter (Reverse 2). S. 3814. ESC 
2425. Lustrous Uncirculated. $450

196 George IV. 1820-1830. AR sixpence. 2.81 gm. 19.5 mm. 1826. His laureate head left / Crowned shield in Garter (Reverse 2). S. 3814. ESC 
2430 (R2). Evenly toned Extremely Fine; very rare. $450

197 George IV. 1820-1830. AR sixpence. 2.83 gm. 19.5 mm. 1826. His bare head left (second head) / The British lion standing on a crown. S. 
3815. ESC 2433. Extremely Fine; lightly toned; fresh surfaces. $250

198 George IV. 1820-1830. AR sixpence. 2.81 gm. 19.5 mm. 1827. His bare head left (second head) / The British lion standing on a crown. S. 3815. 
ESC 2437 (R2). Extremely Fine; old toning; very rare. $350

199 William IV. 1830-1837. AR sixpence. 2.81 gm. 19.5 mm. 1831. His bare head right / SIX PENCE crowned, olive branch left, oak branch right. 
S. 3836. ESC 2499. Lustrous Uncirculated. $300

200 William IV. 1830-1837. AR sixpence. 2.82 gm. 19.5 mm. 1835. His bare head right / SIX PENCE crowned, olive branch left, oak branch 
right. S. 3836. ESC 2508 (S). Brilliant Uncirculated; slight indication of clashed die on reverse. $350

201 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR sixpence. 2.83 gm. 19.5 mm. Proof. 1839. Her young bare head left / SIX PENCE crowned, olive branch left, oak 
branch right. Plain edge. S. 3908. ESC 3172. FDC; faint die polishing marks, small area of disturbance behind portrait, frosted portrait; the 
piece overall is attractive with a pleasant roseate hue. $800

202 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR proof sixpence. 2.79 gm. 19.5 mm. Jubilee head. 1887. Her crowned bust left; J.E.B. on truncation / Arms within a 
garter. S. 3928. ESC 3268. FDC; some faint marks in obverse field; beautifully toned and attractive. $200

203 Charles II. 1660-1685. AR shilling. 6.03 gm. 25 mm. 1663. First bust variety right; •DEI / Cruciform shields, interlocked C’s in angles. S. 
3372. ESC 506. Good Very Fine; attractive gray toning; two parallel old scratches in obverse field (less pronounced in fact than in this photo 
where the lighting exaggerates their prominence); pre-striking flan flaw at harp on reverse. $250

204 Charles II. 1660-1685. AR shilling. 5.96 gm. 24.5 mm. 1684. Fourth bust right, older features / Cruciform shields, interlocked C’s in angles. 
S. 3381. ESC 559. Good Very Fine; dark tone with a yellow-brown cast (suggestive of smoke damage), some marks on obverse; extra 
elements in front of the forehead are in the die as well as extra marks on the reverse (these same extra lines are visible on the Slaney piece, 
the Spink plate coin); there are two depressions in the obverse field (nothing corresponding on the reverse). $350  
Bull (ESC) notes: “It has been suggested that the normal dies were lost in the Great Fire of London and the guinea die had to be used.”

205 James II. 1685-1688. AR shilling (↑↓). 6.08 gm. 24.5 mm. 1685. His laureate bust left / Cruciform shields, stops in legend, smaller garter star 
in center. S. 3410. ESC 760 (S). As close to Mint State as a three-century-old coin can be; just the faintest rub on obverse high points and 
slight reduction of the mint frost in the fields; slight softness of strike in hair and corresponding on reverse at French arms; there is an early 
die break across the bottom of the portrait; overall the coin is lustrous. $2750

206 James II. 1685-1688. AR shilling. 5.82 gm. 24.5 mm. 1686. His laureate bust left / Cruciform shields, stops in legend; G/A in MAG. S. 3410. 
ESC 765 var (S) (clear G/A overstrike not listed by Bull but noted in Standard Catalog). Extremely Fine; bright, substantial luster; slight 
old scratch on reverse upper left quadrant. $2000

207 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 5.97 gm. 25 mm. With plumes. 1702. Her first bust left / Cruciform shields, plumes in angles (Welsh silver). S. 
3584. ESC 1386 (R). Good Very Fine; lightly toned and attractive. $500

208 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 5.99 gm. 25 mm. With plumes. 1703 VIGO•. Her first bust left, VIGO• below bust / Cruciform shields, plain 
angles. S. 3586. ESC 1388 (S). Good Very Fine; very lightly toned, luster in legends, haymarking on reverse. $500

209 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 6 gm. 25 mm. With plumes. 1705. Her second bust left / Cruciform shields, plumes in angles. S. 3588. ESC 
1392 (S). Very Fine; lightly toned with underlying iridescence in legends. $500

210 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 6.04 gm. 25 mm. After Union. 1707. Her third bust left / Cruciform shields, plain angles (8 harp strings). S. 
3610. ESC 1395. Good Extremely Fine; lustrous under light toning; flan scrape at the first “7” of the date that was present before the piece 
was struck. $500
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211 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 6 gm. 25 mm. After Union. 1708. Her third bust left / Cruciform shields, plain angles. S. 3610. ESC 1399. 
Good Extremely Fine; lustrous; slight rubs on the cheek and forehead keep it from fully Uncirculated; old toning. $650

212 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 6.06 gm. 24.5 mm. After Union. 1709. Her third bust left / Cruciform shields, plain angles. S. 3610. ESC 1402. 
Good Extremely Fine; mostly lustrous, a few slight marks. $500

213 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 5.94 gm. 25 mm. After Union. With plumes. 1707. Her third bust left / Cruciform shields, plumes in angles. S. 
3611. ESC 1396 (S). Near Extremely Fine; attractive old toning with purplish hues, hints of iridescence in underlying surfaces, a few light 
marks in obverse field. $500

214 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 6.02 gm. 25 mm. After Union. 1707 E. Her third bust left, E below bust / Cruciform shields, plain angles; no 
stops after G, R, B. S. 3612. ESC 1426. Near Extremely Fine; attractive old toning. $650

215 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 5.95 gm. 24 mm. After Union. 1710. Her third bust left / Cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles; no 
stops after G, R, B. S. 3614. ESC 1403. Near Very Fine; attractive old toning. $350

216 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 5.95 gm. 24 mm. After Union. Edinburgh Mint, normal coin die axis. 1708E*. Her fifth “Edinburgh” bust 
left, 1708E* below bust / Cruciform shields, plain angles; no stops after G, R, B. S. 3615. ESC 1439 (R2). Near Very Fine; old toning, some 
minor marks; overall a decent example of a rare type. $500

217 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 6 gm. 25 mm. After Union. 1712. Her fourth bust left / Cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles. S. 3617. 
ESC 1410. Good Very Fine; attractive old toning. $250

218 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 6.02 gm. 25 mm. After Union. 1713/2. Her fourth bust left / Cruciform shields, roses and plumes in angles. S. 
3617. ESC 1411. Good Very Fine; attractive old multi-hued toning with underlying iridescence; minor pre-strike flan flaws.   
 $250

219 Anne. 1702-1714. AR shilling. 6.03 gm. 25 mm. After Union. 1711. Her fourth bust left / Cruciform shields, plain angles. S. 3618. ESC 1408. 
Good Extremely Fine; fresh, well struck coin, mostly lustrous; light graffiti in third angle on reverse. $350

220 George I. 1714-1727. AR shilling. 6.04 gm. 25 mm. 1720. His first laureate and draped bust right / Cruciform shields, plain angles. S. 3646. 
ESC 1572. Good Very Fine; haymarked flan; some iridescence under attractive light brown-red toning. $225

221 George I. 1714-1727. AR shilling. 6 gm. 25 mm. (Error edge, missing reeding because of broken collar). 1723 SSC. His first laureate and 
draped bust right / Cruciform shields, C and SS in alternating angles. S. 3647. ESC 1586. Uncirculated; lustrous; the edge shows no 
reeding from 4 to 6 (obverse orientation); fresh coin with an unusual striking error, a loose collar. $350  
This is an edging error seldom encountered; something similar happened on a rare token, lot 339.

222 George I. 1714-1727. AR shilling. 5.98 gm. 25 mm. 1725. His second laureate and draped bust right; no obverse stops / Cruciform shields, 
roses and plumes in angles. S. 3649. ESC 1599 (R). Near Very Fine; portrait slightly double-struck; light gray toning with some iridescence 
in legends. $350

223 George I. 1714-1727. AR shilling. 5.53 gm. 25 mm. 1725 W.C.C. His second laureate and draped bust right; W.C.C. below bust (Welsh 
Copper Company) / Cruciform shields, interlocked C’s and plumes in angles. S. 3650. ESC 1596 (R3). Well worn, largely undamaged; a 
presentable example of a classic rarity. $300

224 George II. 1727-1760. AR shilling. 5.95 gm. 26 mm. Roses and plumes reverse. 1728. His young laureate and draped bust left / Cruciform 
shields, roses and plumes in angles. S. 3698. ESC 1696 (R). Good Very Fine; attractive old tone with some iridescence evident, light marks 
in obverse field; well struck. $450

225 George II. 1727-1760. AR shilling. 6 gm. 26 mm. Roses and plumes reverse. 1734. His young laureate and draped bust left / Cruciform 
shields, roses and plumes in angles. S. 3700. ESC 1706 (but no extra stop before DEI). Near Extremely Fine; lightly toned over fresh 
surfaces. $350

226 George II. 1727-1760. AR shilling. 5.99 gm. 25.5 mm. Roses reverse. 1743. His older laureate and draped bust left / Cruciform shields, roses 
in angles. S. 3702. ESC 1720. Extremely Fine; attractive toning over fresh surfaces; flan flaw on French shield. $450

227 George II. 1727-1760. AR shilling. 6.03 gm. 25.5 mm. Roses reverse. 1745/34. His older laureate and draped bust left / Cruciform shields, 
roses in angles. S. 3702. ESC 1723. Good Extremely Fine; lustrous and choice, a slight rub or so away from Mint State. $650

228 George II. 1727-1760. AR shilling. 5.77 gm. 26 mm. Proof. 1746. His older laureate and draped bust left / Cruciform shields, plain angles. S. 
3704. ESC 1727. Near Very Fine; a proof with the distinctive raised edge that escaped into circulation. $300

229 George II. 1727-1760. AR shilling. 6.02 gm. 25 mm. 1750. His older laureate and draped bust left / Cruciform shields, plain angles, 1750 
date with narrow 0. S. 3704. ESC 1729. Extremely Fine; substantial luster; haymark line across reverse. Die break beginning at “50” of date 
makes it look almost like the 0/6 variety. $500

230 George III. 1760-1820. AR shilling. 5.96 gm. 25 mm. “Northumberland” 1763. His young laureate and draped bust right / Cruciform shields, 
plain angles. S. 3742. ESC 2124. Very Fine; nicely toned and attractive; a few light scratches on both sides. $600
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231 George III. 1760-1820. AR shilling. 5.68 gm. 23 mm. New coinage. 1816. His old laureate head right / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3790. 
ESC 2140. Lustrous Uncirculated. $250

232 George III. 1760-1820. AR shilling. 5.66 gm. 23 mm. New coinage. 1817. His old laureate head right / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3790. 
ESC 2144. Lustrous Uncirculated. $250

233 George III. 1760-1820. AR shilling. 5.65 gm. 23 mm. New coinage. 1818. His old laureate head right; second “8” in date higher / Crowned 
shield in Garter. S. 3790. ESC 2151 (R). Mostly lustrous Uncirculated; slight rub on cheek. $200

234 George III. 1760-1820. AR shilling. 5.66 gm. 23 mm. New coinage. 1819. His old laureate head right / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3790. 
ESC 2152. Good Extremely Fine; rich toning; slight marks. $150

235 George III. 1760-1820. AR shilling. 5.62 gm. 23 mm. New coinage. 1820. His old laureate head right / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3790. 
ESC 2158. Lustrous Uncirculated. $250

236 George IV. 1820-1830. AR shilling. 5.68 gm. 23 mm. First reverse type. 1821. His laureate head left / Crowned garnished shield, thistle 
(Scotland), shamrocks (Ireland), on sides, English rose below. S. 3810. ESC 2396. Extremely Fine; lustrous, light marks.   
 $250  
Note on envelope: “KRAUSE CAT PLATE COIN” (somewhat difficult to confirm given the relatively low-res images used in the Krause publication, and 
the fact that the current edition may have changed images, but Frank Robinson is a very knowledgeable and careful collector).

237 George IV. 1820-1830. AR shilling. 5.66 gm. 23 mm. Second reverse type. 1825. His laureate head left / Crowned shield in Garter. S. 3811. 
ESC 2402. Good Extremely Fine; lightly toned, (reverse better). $250

238 George IV. 1820-1830. AR shilling. 5.64 gm. 23 mm. 1825. His bare head left / The British lion standing on a crown. S. 3812. ESC 2405. 
Lustrous Uncirculated. $350

239 George IV. 1820-1830. AR shilling. 5.61 gm. 23 mm. 1826. His bare head left / The British lion standing on a crown. S. 3812. ESC 2409. 
Lustrous Extremely Fine+; slight scratch on neck; attractive light toning over fresh surfaces. $175

240 William IV. 1830-1837. AR shilling. 5.65 gm. 23 mm. 1834. His bare head right / ONE SHILLING, crowned, in an oak wreath. S. 3836. 
ESC 2504. Extremely Fine. $300

241 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR shilling. 5.65 gm. 23 mm. 1839. Her second young head left / ONE SHILLING, crowned, in an oak wreath. S. 
3904. ESC 2975 (R). Choice Extremely Fine; particularly attractive old toning with some obverse and much reverse irridescence; slight 
superficial marks on the obverse. $250

242 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR shilling. 5.64 gm. 23 mm. 1851. Her second young head left / ONE SHILLING, crowned, in an oak wreath. S. 
3904. ESC 2999 (R2). Near Extremely Fine; luster in obverse legends and on reverse, shallow scrape in the reverse field. Very rare.  
 $400

243 Victoria. 1837-1901. AR shilling. 5.65 gm. 23 mm. 1853. Her second young head left / ONE SHILLING, crowned, in an oak wreath. S. 
3904. ESC 3002 (S). Extremely Fine; attractively toned, some slight hairlines in obverse field; overall a very appealing shilling.   
 $150

 scotland

244 James VI. 1567-1625. AR twenty shillings. 15.26 gm. 32 mm. Fourth coinage. 1582. Half-left image of the king as a young man left, holding 
a sword; IACOBVS DEI GRATIA REX SCOTORVM / The arms of Scotland, crowned; I – R on sides above; XX – S below in field; 
HONOR REGIS IVDICVM DILIGIT 1582. S. 5489. Good Very Fine. $2000  
Ex LaRiviere (Spink, March 2006) with associated tags. “A crisply struck coin, very fine or better, rare.”   
Purchased by LaRiviere from Glendining, May 1980 for $1600.

245 ENGLAND/SCOTLAND. Carlisle Recaptured, Jacobite Rebels Retreat to Scotland. 1745. AR medal. 14.93 gm. 35 mm. By A. Kirk/J. 
Kirk. The Duke of Cumberland on horseback, left, sword raised, city (Carlisle) behind; GUL AUG DUX CUMBERLANDIÆ around; 
NAT 15 APR 1721 in exergue; A KIRK F in small letters below / The Duke, standing, handing an olive leaf to Anglia, seated; below, a 
prostrate rebel with a papal shield; SPEM REDUCIS MENTIBUS ANXIIS; MDCCXLV in exergue; I KIRK F in small letters 
below. Eimer 598. Woolf (Jacobite) 58.1. Lustrous Extremely Fine with beautiful toning; a dig at 11 obverse and corresponding on the 
reverse that looks as if the piece was caught or crimped at manufacture or soon after. $600

246 ENGLAND/SCOTLAND. Carlisle Recaptured, Jacobite Rebels Retreat to Scotland. 1745. Æ medal. 13.53 gm. 33 mm. Pinchbeck. 
Bust of the Duke of Cumberland right; WILL DUKE CUMB BRITISH HERO around; BORN 15 APR 1721 below / The Duke, on 
horseback, directing a soldier to take two Highlanders to the rear; REBELION JUSTLY REWARDED around; AT CARLILE DEC 
1745 in exergue. Eimer 599. Woolf (Jacobite) 52:5b. Good Very Fine. $150
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 ireland

247 Hiberno-Norse. Phase III, struck circa 1035-1055. AR penny. .84 gm. 17 mm. Imitation of Æthelred’s long cross type. Draped bust left; 
blundered legend around / Voided long cross, pellet in second heraldic quarter, hands in first and third angles; blundered legend. S. 6132. 
D&F 24. SCBI Hiberno-Norse 128 (same dies). Extremely Fine (and better than the SCBI example). $1250

248 Hiberno-Norse. Phase III: Long Cross and Hand coinage, circa 1035-1060. AR penny. .95 gm. 17 mm. Imitative of Æthelred long cross 
pennies. Stylized bust left, cross of four pellets on neck; +DΛITIIEHIΓEN around (blundered but remarkably clear legend) / Voided long 
cross; hand in second quarter, S in fourth quarter, a pellet in each of the other two; +IID IIDII IXEH LDI (blundered). S. 6133. D&F 24. 
Extremely Fine. $1250

249 Hiberno-Norse. Phase VI, circa 1095-1100. AR penny. 1 gm. 17 mm. Crude bust left; legend unintelligible / Voided long cross with scepter 
angled across two angles and pellets in the other two angles. S. 6187. D&F 32. Extremely Fine. $1250  
Ex Patrick Finn while at Spink (Spink tag).

250 John. Lord of Ireland, 1172. King 1199-1216. AR halfpenny. .69 gm. 14 mm. Type 1b. Dublin mint, Tomas moneyer. Facing head; 
+IOHANNES DOM / Voided cross, annulets in angles; +TOMAS ON DWE. S. 6205. D&F 39. Good Very Fine. $500  
Ex Patrick Finn FPL 9 (May 1997), tag included.

251 Edward IV. 1461-1483. AR groat. 1.95 gm. 23 mm. Light cross and pellet issue. (1472-1478?) Drogheda mint. Facing crowned bust, G below 
bust; EDWARDV[S DEU] GRA [DNS] HIBER / Long cross, three pellets in each angle, annulet in two of the angles; VILL A:DE 
DROG hEDA within a band formed by two inner circles; POSVE DEVMA DIVTORE MEVM around outside. S. 6341 A (Formerly 
6339A) (exact reverse type not listed). D&F 134. Good Very Fine; particularly clear portrait; little wear, minor clipping. Rare. “G” Germyn 
Lynch mintmaster. $1200  
Ex Künker (March 2010), envelope included.

252 Henry VII. 1485-1509. AR groat. 1.49 gm. 22 mm. Early Three Crown issue, 1485-1497. Arms; REX ANGLIE Z FRANCIE / Three 
crowns; DOMINVS HIBERNIE. S. 6414. D&F 183. Very Fine; shield and crowns clear; legends legible; typical tight flan.   
 $450

253 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.27 gm. 23 mm. First Harp issue, 1534-1540. Henry and Anne Boleyn. Crown i.m. Dublin mint. Arms; 
HENRIC VIII D G R AGLIE Z / A crowned harp, crowned h and A (Anne Boleyn) beside; FRANCE DOMINVS hIBERNIE 
around. S. 6472. D&F 201. Good Very Fine; fresh good quality metal example of this issue. $750

254 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.38 gm. 24 mm. First Harp issue, 1534-1540. Henry and Jane Seymour. Crown i.m. Crowned arms, long 
cross; hENRI CVIII DxGxR’ AGLIExZ / A crowned harp of 8 strings, crowned h and I (Jane Seymour) beside; FRANCE DOMINVS 
hIBERNIE around. S. 6473. D&F 202. Good Very Fine; light old scratch on reverse; generous flan; attractive old tone.   
 $750

255 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.55 gm. 23 mm. First Harp issue, 1534-1540. Leaf i.m. Dublin mint. Arms; HENRIC VIII D G R 
AGLIE Z / A crowned harp, crowned h and R beside; FRANCE DOMINVS hIBERNIE around. S. 6475. D&F 204. Near Very Fine.  
 $400

256 Henry VIII. 1509-1547. AR groat. 2.49 gm. 24 mm. Second Harp issue, 1540-1542. Leaf/lis i.m. Dublin mint. Arms; HENRIC VIII DI 
GRACIA ANGLIE / A crowned harp, crowned h and R beside; FRANCIE ET hIBERNIE REX around. S. 6480. D&F 209. Near 
Extremely Fine; attractive coin on a pleasing flan. $1000

257 Mary, with Philip of Spain. 1554-1558. Base silver shilling. 9 gm. 33 mm. Portcullis i.m. (reverse). 1555. Their busts facing, a crown above, 
date below: PHILIP. ET . MARIA . D . G . REX . ET . REGINA . ANG: / A crowned harp, crowned P and M beside; POSVIMVS . 
DEVM . ADIVTOREM . NOSTRVM: around. S. 6500. Good Very Fine; portraits full but weak; otherwise full flan, even quality silver 
with a fine porosity on the surfaces; virtually no wear. $1500

258 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. Base issue shilling. 8.88 gm. 31 mm. Base coinage of 1558. Rose i.m. Her crowned bust left; ELIZABETH D G 
ANG FRA Z HIB REGI / A crowned harp, crowned E and R beside; POSVI DEVM ADIVTOREM MEVM. S. 6503. D&F 240. 
Near Very Fine; a decent example of this low silver issue with substantial detail and decent surfaces; it has a light golden tone over much of 
the surface and a full flan. $1000

259 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. Base issue groat. 2.99 gm. 25 mm. Base coinage of 1558. Rose i.m. Her crowned bust left; ELIZABETH D [G] 
ANG FR[A] Z HIB REGINA / A crowned harp of 8 strings, crowned E and R beside; POSVI DEVM ADIVTO[REM] MEVM 
around. S. 6504. D&F 243. Good Very Fine; well struck on fairly decent metal. $1000  
Ex Whyte’s (Dublin, June 2015).

260 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. AR shilling. Harp i.m. 4.53 gm. 30 mm. Second (‘fine’ coinage) issue. Bust 3C. 1561. Her crowned bust left; 
ELIZABETH D G A F ET HIBERNIE REGI / Three harps on crowned coat of arms, date 1561 flanking; POSVI DEVM 
ADIVTOREM MEVM around. S. 6505. D&F 247. BCW HP-1B;a. Near Very Fine; attractive old toning on underlying fresh surfaces; 
small die flaw in obverse field before bust and in reverse field to right of date; overall a pleasing example of this scarce issue with all portrait 
details present and the legends well struck. $1250
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261 Elizabeth I. 1558-1603. Base issue shilling. 5.79 gm. 30 mm. Third coinage. 1601-1602. Martlet i.m. Arms; ELIZABETH D G ANG FR 
ET HIBERNIE / A crowned harp; POSVI DEVM ADIVTOREM MEVM. S. 6507. D&F 252. Near Very Fine; even dark tone; a 
decent example of this low silver issue with substantial detail and surfaces that show no major deterioriation. $1000  
Ex CNA (now CNG) IV (21 September 1988).

262 James I. 1603-1625. AR sixpence. 2.26 gm. 23 mm. First coinage. 1603-1604. Bell i.m. His crowned bust right; IACOBVS D G ANG SCO 
FRA ET HIB REX / A crowned harp of 8 strings; TVEATVR VNITA DEVS. S. 6514 (this coin). D&F 260. Near Extremely Fine; full 
flan, well struck, minor marks, handsome old toning on good metal; exceptional example. $1500  
Ex LaRiviere (Spink, 2006).   
Plate coin in the 2015 Spink SCOTLAND IRELAND Standard Catalog.

the orMonde sieGe coinaGe of 1643-1644
Royalist issue in Ireland during The Great Rebellion

 Why so many varieties and next to no efforts to classify the types? I have been puzzling over this ever since we began working with 
Bruce Ormond’s collection.  You can see the result—awkward efforts to describe die varieties for the pieces listed in this sale.

 Compared to most other British coin series, little has been written about this extensive Irish issue.
 • James Simon in his Essay (Dublin, 1810) devotes a bit over a half page to the issue commenting that “It appears…that his majesty still 

designed to restore the royal mint in Dublin, but that it was prevented by the troubles in England.” After listing the denominations he 
quotes a 1743 publication that “About one hundred and twenty thousand pounds worth of plate was coined at this time.” The amount of 
coinage minted and the great variety of dies suggest that the dies had short lives.

 • Lindsay in his 1839 Coinage of Ireland devotes one brief paragraph to the series.
 • The Spink Standard Catalog, Coins of Scotland, Ireland and the Islands… gives the series two thirds of one page, a single line 

introduction, a list of one each of the denominations and, at the bottom in small print, a single line note: “For varieties, see Aquilla Smith, 
‘On the Ormonde Money.’ PRSAI (1854)

 This series shows great variation in the size and nature of each of the main elements of the coin. I have gone through a substantial 
number of images of Ormonde pieces and can see why no one (apparently) has ever done any kind of die study. If you look up the 

Aquilla Smith article you will see a single page of drawn images related to the series but no effort to create a listing of variations.
 I have spent hours reviewing images of Ormonde pieces that have been offered over the past few years. At best, the parameters I have 

come up with are general: are the design elements thick or thin, small or tall, within or breaching the inner circle, punctuated or not. Is the 
placement of the elements in relation to one another centered (or “plumb”). There are broken dies, and many uneven strikes.

 The variation is fascinating in itself and like much else in the Irish series, it speaks volumes about life and the Irish economy at the time. 
The collection offered here was put together by a descendant of the original Ormonde. In addition to representing all the denominations 
(including the extremely rare twopence), the group gives you an introduction to the variety of dies and strikings in the series.

orMonde weiGht standards (just under tower standards):
Crown:  (456 grn) 29.55 gm       Half crown:  (228 grn) 14.8 gm       Shilling: (91.2 grn) 5.9 gm

Sixpence: (45.6 gr) 2.95 gm       Groat: (30.4 grn) 1.97 gm       Threepence: (22.2 grn)1.43 gm       Twopence:  (15.2 grn) .98 gm

263 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR siege crown. 29.3 gm. 41 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C R crowned. Crown: smaller, entirely within 
inner circle; R: ornate leg crosses inner circle line and turns up at end. (cf Aquilla Smith obv 1) / Large V, S above. V: medium lines, serifs 
cross inner circle; S: plain serifs, well centered but slanted right. (A Smith S5). S. 6544. D&F 289. Fine to Very Fine; pleasing toning, good 
metal, well centered. $1000  
Ex Roy Harte Collection (Bowers & Ruddy, 1977), lot 858. Ex Davissons 16 (12 March 2002), lot 385.

264 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR siege halfcrown. 14.07 gm. 37 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C • R crowned. Crown: small, well within 
inner circle; neat style. R: leg extends past inner circle and a fine line extends from it to the outer oval pellet circle / II VI with S above. All 
design elements within inner circle. III VI: thinner lines, serifs, II touching at bottom, VI top serifs touching, I touches but does no cross 
inner circle. S: above and a bit right of second I; top of the S curves into a loop, serif at bottom squared off; D: above right side of the V 
numeral. S. 6545. D&F 292. Good Very Fine; unusually full detail; attractive old toning; choice example. $1250

265 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR siege halfcrown. 13.96 gm. 34.5 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). (A more ornate obverse) C▲R crowned. 
Crown: larger and touches the inner circle. C: a vertical triangular serif at the top and the bottom curves back and around. R: long leg 
intersects inner circle and curves back into a spiral / II VI with S D above. Design elements within inner circle. II VI: medium thick lines, 
well spaced within or touching inner circle. S: above and slightly left of second I, squared off serifs at both ends. D: small and centered 
above VI. S. 6545. D&F 293. Near Very Fine; substantial detail but part weakly struck; attractive old toning; more ornamentation on the 
obverse than typical and of finer workmanship. $550

266 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR siege shilling. 5.77 gm. 26 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C ◆ R • crowned. Crown: larger, arches designed 
to be just inside inner circle. C: a vertical triangular serif at the top, the bottom ends in a point. R; the leg extends down and curves as it 
meets the inner circle; there is a small pellet after the R / XII, D above. XII: formed of heavy lines, the serifs join the numerals together and 
the denomination is large, serifs cross the inner circle. D: well centered above. S. 6546. D&F 297. Near Very Fine; some weakness; obverse 
die break; attractive old toning, well centered on an even flan. $700

267 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR siege shilling. 5.88 gm. 27 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C • R crowned. Crown; a smaller neat crown of 
finer style, all within inner circle. C: small triangular serif at top (bottom indistinct). R: a thicker line for the leg with a very slight curve, ends 
before inner circle / XII, D above. XII formed of thinner (and more graceful) lines. D: normal size with decorative serifs top and bottom, 
well centered. S. 6546. D&F 298. Parts Extremely Fine with choice toning over original surfaces; one of the finer dies in the series. 
Ex Patrick Finn with his tag; Coin List 14, 199:511. $1000
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268 Charles I. 1625-1649. AR siege sixpence. 2.94 gm. 21.5 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C • R crowned. Crown: finer-than-usual style, 
smaller, well clear of inner circle. C: a nearly vertical triangular serif at the top. R: the leg extends past the inner circle and curls back into 
a spiral / VI, small D above. VI: flattened with more open angle to the V; the numerals are formed of medium width lines. D: small and 
lower in the field just to the right of the center of the V in the numeral. S. 6547. D&F 300. Very Fine; well centered, generally well struck, 
attractive old toning, horn silver on both sides and a scratch on reverse (This piece looks somewhat better in hand than in the photo).  
 $450

269 —. AR siege sixpence. 2.78 gm. 20 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C ◆ R crowned. Crown: large with wide arches. C: the upper serif 
a short upturned line. R: the leg extends out to the inner circle and curves back / VI D above. VI: well formed, the serifs at the tops join the 
two numerals, the upper left serif of the V crosses the inner circle; D: normal size, well centered above the VI. S. 6547. D&F 300. Near Very 
Fine; some roughness but the design elements (other than the outer circle) are there. $450  
Ex Spink (9/2006; £225) tag.

270 —. AR siege sixpence. 2.72 gm. 22 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C ◆ R crowned. Crown: well formed with the outer arches round 
and graceful; the C and R are large. C: top ends in a squared off serif and the lower tail of the C ends in a point. R: has moderately heavy 
lines and a short leg / VI, large D above (recut die). VI: neatly formed with medium thickness lines, serifs touching via a very light serif 
line; D: larger and well centered above the VI. S. 6547. D&F 301. Near Extremely Fine; well centered, generally well struck, attractive old 
toning; choice coin and an exceptional example of a sixpence of this series. (If you want the best possible sixpence for this series, you will be 
hard pressed to improve on this coin.) $1500

271 —. AR siege sixpence. 2.76 gm. 22 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C R crowned. Crown: well formed, fits neatly into a small inner 
circle. C: a nearly vertical triangular serif at the top, bottom ends in a point. R: a longer leg that crosses the inner circle and curls back into 
a spiral (lines from die scratches across bottom half) / VI, larger D above. VI: moderately thick lines serifs join at top, V touches inner circle. 
D is a larger variety well centered. S. 6547. D&F 301. Near Very Fine; generally well struck, die damage on obverse. $600

272 —. AR siege groat. 1.83 gm. 17 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C R crowned. Crown: smaller, fits within inner circle. C; heavier lines, 
large top serif flattened on outside. R: heavier lines, longer leg that extends past inner circle / IIII, D above; IIII: four thick letters whose 
serifs run together and outer serifs touch or cross inner circle; D: large, centered above numeral. S. 6548. D&F 303. Near Very Fine; well 
centered, slight reddish cast to toning, minor porosity, well struck. $400

273 —. AR siege groat. 1.73 gm. 18 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C ◆ R crowned. Crown: small, taller than usual with cross at top 
crossing the inner circle. C: small, somewhat cruder and connected by a die break to the crown; R: smaller, the leg is very light / IIII, D 
above. IIII: thin unequal numerals that are not entirely parallel or in line; the serifs all join. D: mid-sized, centered above the denomination, 
slanted slightly left. S. 6548. D&F 304. Near Very Fine; the flan shows damage; overall the coin is well centered and well struck and a good 
representation of its type (the lighting somewhat over-emphasizes the reverse damage; better appearing in hand). $400

274 —. AR siege groat. 1.89 gm. 18 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C R crowned; a die with much recutting. Crown: uneven, signs of 
recutting, all within inner circle. C: recut (corrected?) a thin line within a thicker line, vertical triangle as top serif, incomplete a bottom; R: 
heavy main line, leg looks to be triangular / IIII, D above. IIII: tall, relatively thin, recut from thicker lines; D: has thick lines, somewhat 
squat and, while centered, the vertical line leans left. S. 6548. D&F 304. Good Very Fine; striking split; interesting and detailed coin with 
old toning; an interesting mix of crudeness and care. $550

275 —. AR siege groat. 1.68 gm. 18 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C ◆ R crowned; (overall one of the neater renditions of this 
denomination). Crown; neatly formed with top cross crossing the inner circle. C and R: plain and proportional; the leg of the R extends 
past the inner circle with a slight curve at its end / IIII, large D above.IIII; separated from each other, medium height and thickness and 
in line. D: well centered and larger. S. 6548. D&F 307. Near Very Fine; old toning; better centering and a better strike (particularly on the 
obverse) than usual. $550

276 —. AR siege threepence. 1.5 gm. 15 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C ▲ R crowned. Crown:neatly rendered, fits within the inner 
circle. C: the top ends with a vertical triangular serif. R: the leg extends past the inner circle curving up at the end (die scratches at 
various place on the obverse) / III, small D above. III: recut, small, moderate thickness, misaligned, bottom serifs touch. D: small and not 
completely formed. S. 6549. D&F 305. Very Fine; well centered and clear, old toning; old scratch on reverse. (Scarcer denomination).  
Ex Spink (1998); £250 (tags included). $500

277 —. AR siege threepence. 1.27 gm. 16 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C ◆ R crowned, ◆ in the field left. Crown: wide outer arches that 
touch inner circle. C: short top serif curves outward, pointed end below. R: thicker lines, leg thinner and extending to outer circle, curving 
up / III, small D above. III: squat thick numerals, joined at the serifs, set high just touching the inner circle. D: small, centered above, 
leaning slightly right. S. 6549. D&F 309. Near Very Fine; old toning (Scarcer denomination). $500

278 —. AR siege twopence. .93 gm. 14 mm. Ormonde Siege coinage. (1643). C ◆ R crowned, ◆ in the field left. Crown; left arch touches inner 
circle; C: thicker lines, top serif curves outward, lower part ends in a blunt point. R: thicker lines, extended leg does not cross inner circle, 
ends in a curve / II, small D above, all within inner circle; thick numerals, slightly out-of line with one another, small D above; all within 
inner circle. S. 6550. D&F 311. Very Fine; well centered on a generous flan; slight roughness; overall attractive and very rare.  
Purchased during a visit to Seaby in the 1990s. $3000  
Arguably one of the finest known; the piece in the 2000 Millenial sale (Whytes) has been heavily scored on the obverse; the Lockett piece is very small with 
the arches of the crown reaching the edge of the coin on what is essentially an undersized flan. Among the few other examples I found offered in the last 
decade this one combines the best centering and completeness of detail as much or more than any other including the Stack’s Tallent piece (April 2008) 
which sold for $4000. That piece was partly struck off the flan and the obverse crown was cruder.

279 REBEL CROWN OF 1643. Charles I. 1625-1649. AR Confederate Catholics crown (↑↓). 23.34 gm. 44 mm. “Rebel Money” Issued 1643-
1644. A large cross, vestiges of a beaded edge / A large V, small S above; large pellet below the S; beaded edge (partial). S. 6558. D&F 313. 
Very Fine for the issue; extremely rare and seldom offered. $18,500 
Glendinning. 16 May 1962. Wayte Raymond sale. (Lot 200)   
Spink. The “Green” Numismatic Circular. May 1970. (Item 5928)   
DNW. Auction 77. “Important Irish Coins from a Private Collection, Part I.” March 2008. (Lot 76, £10,350 all in; US$ at 2.02/£, $20,900).
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280 James II. 1685-1691. Æ halfcrown. 13.49 gm. 32 mm. Civil War coinage (1689-1691) “Gunmoney” issue. Large format. 1690 April. His bust 
left; IACOBVS II DEI GRATIA around / A crown with two scepters; XXX above, J R on sides, Apr: below; MAG BR FRA ET HIB 
REX 1690 around. S. 6579N. Near Extremely Fine; choice. $250

281 James II. 1685-1691. Æ shilling. 7.26 gm. 26 mm. Civil War coinage (1689-1691) “Gunmoney” issue. Large format. 1689 October. His bust 
left; IACOBVS II DEI GRATIA around / A crown with two scepters; XII above, J R on sides, Oct. below; MAG BR FRA ET HIB 
REX 1689 around. S. 6581 E. Near Extremely Fine; even dark tone. $250

282 James II. 1685-1691. Æ shilling. 6.1 gm. 23.5 mm. Civil War coinage (1689-1691) “Gunmoney” issue. Small thick format. 1690 June. His bust 
left; IACOBVS II DEI GRATIA around / A crown with two scepters; XII above, J R on sides, June• below; MAG BR FRA ET HIB 
REX 1690 around. S. 6582G. D&F 443. Near Extremely Fine. $250

283 James II. 1685-1691. Copper farthing. 6.36 gm. 24 mm. Limerick Siege, 1690-1691. 1691. His bust left; IACOBVS II DEI GRATIA around 
/ Hibernia seated left, leaning on a harp; HIBERNIA 1691 around. S. 6595. D&F 487. Very Fine; particularly clear strike of Hibernia; 
surfaces a bit rough; legends weak at corresponding parts of the flan; otherwise boldly struck, particularly the reverse. $200

284 William III. 1694-1702. Copper halfpenny. 7.76 gm. 25 mm. Type 2. 1696. Crude, undraped bust right; GVLIELMVS III — DE GRATIA 
around / A crowned harp, 17 — 96 beside at top; MAG BR FRA ET HIB REX around. S. 6599. D&F 502. Good Very Fine for this issue; 
seldom seen in decent condition. $850  
Ex Brooks.

285 IRELAND/COLONIAL AMERICA. George I. 1714-1727. Copper halfpence. 25 mm. William Wood’s Coinage (also used in North 
America). 1723. His laureate bust right; GEORGIUS DEI GRATIA REX / Hibernia seated left, leaning on a harp; HIBERNIA 1723 
around. S. 6601. Martin Obverse 4.5/Reverse Gc 22. (Martin: The Hibernia Coinage of William Wood). PCGS AU50; late reverse die 
strike, die rust and crack starting at B in HIBERNIA. Photographed through plastic - some light marks visible in photo are in the plastic, 
not the coin. $500

286 —. George I. 1714-1727. Æ halfpenny. 6.87 gm. 25 mm. William Wood’s Coinage (also used in North America). 1723. His laureate bust right; 
GEORGIUS DEI GRATIA REX / Hibernia seated left, leaning on a harp; HIBERNIA 1723 around. S. 6601. Martin 4.78/Gb.6. Near 
Very Fine detail, dark tone, surface roughness. $125

287 —. George I. 1714-1727. Æ halfpenny. 7.03 gm. 26 mm. William Wood’s Coinage (also used in North America). 1723. His laureate bust right; 
GEORGIUS DEI GRATIA REX / Hibernia seated left, leaning on a harp; HIBERNIA 1723 around. S. 6601. Martin 4.93/Gc.35. Good 
Very Fine; attractive piece with an even brown tone, vestiges of original color. $350

288 —. George I. 1714-1727. Æ farthing. 3.43 gm. 21 mm. William Wood’s Coinage (also used in North America). 1723. His laureate bust right; 
GEORGIUS DEI GRATIA REX / Hibernia seated left, leaning on a harp; HIBERNIA 1723 around. S. 6604. Martin 3.3/Ba.1. Very 
Fine; clearly shows middle die state, both sides. $200

289 —. George I. 1714-1727. Æ farthing. 3.61 gm. 21 mm. William Wood’s Coinage (also used in North America). 1723. His laureate bust right; 
GEORGIUS DEI GRATIA REX / Hibernia seated left, leaning on a harp; HIBERNIA 1723 around. S. 6604. Martin 3.11/Bc.2. Very 
Fine; attractive tone, minor marks; obverse die break evident in lower right legend. $200

290 IRELAND. George II. 1727-1760. Æ halfpenny. 8.52 gm. 28 mm. PROOF. 1736. His young laureate bust left; GEORGIUS II REX / A 
crowned harp; HIBERNIA above, 17 — 36 below. S. 6605. D&F 539. Nelson p. 44: No 1. FDC; superb piece. $2000
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Voce populi copper halfpenny tokens
A fascinating and enigmatic copper issue from the mid-1700s in Ireland (and Colonial America?)

 Voce Populi coppers have appeared in several references on Colonial American coinage: The Official Redbook, A Guidebook of United 
States Coins 2017; Breen (1988), Walter Breen’s Complete Encyclopedia of U.S. and Colonial Coins; Bowers (2009), Whitman 

Encyclopedia of Colonial and Early American Coins. 
 Irish references cite them as well: Nelson (1905), The Coinage of Ireland in Copper, Tin and Pewter, 1460-1826; Dowle and Finn (1969), 

The Guidebook to the Coinage of Ireland From 995 AD to the Present Day. The latest (2015) Spink Standard Catalog, Coins of Scotland, 
Ireland and the Islands notes them as “a brief issue of tokens, the ‘Voce Populi’ series, [that] was produced in Dublin to supply the need for 
small change” but does not provide a listing of types.

 They were made by a supplier of buttons to the Irish army, a Mr. Roche of Dublin. Who is shown on the obverse? George II? George 
III? One of the Jacobite pretenders? The Jacobites were Catholic as were the Irish, so there was sympathy for their cause.

 The standard reference by Jerry Zelinka was published in the October 1976 issue of The Colonial Newsletter. In addition to background 
discussion he provides a detailed description of die varieties—12 obverse and and 11 reverse—in a listing that is supplemented by a chart 
showing die combinations. (Unfortunately I am unaware of any reprint of this article.)

 Did they circulate in Colonial America? Dr. Philip Mossman, authority on American Colonial Coinage and past editor of The Colonial 
Newsletter who has kindly helped me with background on these pieces, keeps a running total record of pieces found in the US and 

the Maritimes that could conceivably have come to North America during colonial times. The number is small (“a census of 13, most with a 
definite east coast recovery history so they well could have arrived as someone’s pocket change but not as a shipment”). 

 Ken Bressett, one of the Red Book authors when I asked him last summer in Colorado Springs about these pieces in Colonial America, 
smiled as he suggested no real evidence but no objection if someone felt they should be part of Colonial American numismatic history.

 That they are fascinating and unusual with a great variety of manufacturing quirks is undebatable. This group from Bruce Ormond is 
exceptional.

291 IRELAND/COLONIAL AMERICA. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 7.73 gm. 27 mm. 119 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right 
(Youthful head) / Hibernia seated left; 1760 below. D&F 565 (“May well be a pattern”); Nelson 1. Zelinka 1-A (13-30 known). Near Very 
Fine; attractive; rare. $700

292 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 6.91 gm. 28 mm. 107 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right (Older neater head) / Hibernia seated left; 
1760 below. D&F 566. Nelson 4. Zelinka 2-A. Near Very Fine; glossy fresh surfaces; minor edge crimp at 9. $500

293 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny (↑↘). 6.3 gm. 27 mm. 97 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right (Youthful head) / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 566. Nelson 15. Zelinka 3-A (76-200 known). Near Very Fine; attractive even tone; light old scratches in obverse field at chin 
and on reverse above harp, scratch areas correspond closely to each other; struck on a somewhat problematic cast flan. $350

294 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 7.42 gm. 28 mm. 115 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right (Square head) / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 567. Nelson 6 (“I have only seen cast specimens of this coin. It is rare.”) Zelinka 5-D. Fine-Very Fine; cast. $600

295 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 7.24 gm. 28 mm. 112 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right (Square head) / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 569. Nelson 7. Zelinka 8-F (4-12 known). Very Fine; cast coin; even dark brown tone; fine pebbly surface; substantial detail 
(better looking in hand than in photo). $500

296 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 6.18 gm. 27 mm. 96 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right (Square head) / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 570. Nelson 2. Zelinka 4-B. Near Extremely Fine; high parts of the design (portrait, Hibernia) did not fill the die so the 
roughness of the flan itself shows; otherwise pleasing surfaces and an attractive even tone. $700  
(The collector noted this as Choice MS-60 and he paid $528 in 1989.)

297 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 7.56 gm. 27 mm. 117 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right (Square head) / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 571. Nelson 9. Zelinka 6-C. Very Fine; glossy even brown, fresh surfaces, even tone; choice piece. $500

298 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 6.57 gm. 27 mm. 101 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right (Sharp features); VOOE variety / Hibernia 
seated left; 1760 below. D&F 574. Nelson 3. Zelinka 7--E. Extremely Fine; struck example; exceptional quality for this issue.  
E.A.N. Sale, 1991. (Sold as “Choice About Uncirculated”--catalog description included with piece.) $850

299 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 7.09 gm. 27.5 mm. 109 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right (Sharp features); VOOE variety / Hibernia 
seated left; 1760 below. D&F 574. Nelson 3. Zelinka 7--E. Very Fine/Fine; cast coin; strong obverse. $450

300 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 92.3 gm. 28 mm. 92 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right; P in front of face / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 576. Nelson 12. Zelinka 15-N. Good Very Fine; even rich dark tone on fresh surfaces with lighter toning on raised details; 
choice; well made and attractive piece. $750

301 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 8.54 gm. 28 mm. 132 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right; P below bust / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 577. Nelson 11. Zelinka 14-L. Extremely Fine; exceptional example, choice. $750

302 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 7.89 gm. 28 mm. 122 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right; P below bust / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 577. Nelson 11. Zelinka 14-M. Very Fine; reverse late die state. $500

303 —. Voce Populi coinage. Æ halfpenny. 8.51 gm. 28 mm. 131 grains. 1760. Laureate bust right; P below bust / Hibernia seated left; 1760 
below. D&F 577. Nelson 11. Zelinka 16-O (4-12). Good Very Fine; (as made); even brown tone; rare in terms of both quality and variety.  
 $750
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 MedieVal
the douGlas bayern collection

Coins of Medieval Europe, lots 304-336
Other lots from the same collection can be seen in the Ancient, British Hammered, and U.S. sections

304 2 COINS. AUSTRIA. Salzburg Archdiocese. AR batzen. 2.89 gm. 25.5 mm. 1511. Mitred bishop with rood, facing / Arms, date above, L 
below. Good Very Fine. $100  
Also: Salzburg. 3 groschen. 1681. 1.62 gm. 20 mm. Bishop / Arms, date over. Extremely Fine.

305 FRANCE. MEROVINGIAN. 476-751. Silver plated denier. .94 gm. 20 mm. (Possibly a contemporary imitation). Bust left, fragmentary 
letters / Cross on base. Roberts 119. Good Fine. (Most Merovingian portraits are facing right rather than left.) $200

306 —. CAROLINGIAN. Arras. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.37 gm. 20 mm. 
Karolus monogram; +GDATIAD–II’EX / Central cross; +ATREB’ATISCIVITAS. Morrison & Grunthal 750. Very Fine; somewhat 
blundered strike. Morrison and Grunthal note examples of this type only as “ANS Find.” $200  
Also known as Charles II of the Holy Roman Empire, 875-877.

307 —. CAROLINGIAN. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.68 gm. 20 mm. Central 
cross; CARLVS REX / PARI S•II in two lines, an annulet in the center. Morrison & Grunthal 826. Good Very Fine. $250

308 —. CAROLINGIAN. Paris. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.66 gm. 20 mm. 
Karolus monogram; +CRATIAD– I REX around / Central cross; +PARISII CIVITAS around. Morrison & Grunthal 833. Extremely 
Fine; blue-gray tone on good metal. $250

309 —. CAROLINGIAN. “Curtisassonien”. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.52 gm. 19 
mm. Karolus monogram; +GRATIAD–IREX / Central cross; +ICVRTISASONIEN. Morrison & Grunthal 895. Extremely Fine; old 
toning over fresh surfaces. $250

310 —. CAROLINGIAN. Le Mans. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.45 gm. 20 mm. 
Karolus monogram; +CRATIAD–IREX / Central cross; +CINOMANISCIVITAS. Morrison & Grunthal 908. Good Very Fine; 
somewhat blundered strike. $200

311 —. CAROLINGIAN. Aquitaine. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR obolus. .79 gm. 17 mm. 
Central cross; +CARLVS REX / AQVI TANIA in two lines. Morrison & Grunthal 1053. Very Fine. $200

312 —. CAROLINGIAN. Melle. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR obolus. .78 gm. 17 mm. 
Karolus monogram / Central cross; +METVLLO. Morrison & Grunthal 1060. Very Fine; bold. $200

313 —. CAROLINGIAN. Melle. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.74 gm. 21 mm. 
Central cross; +CARLVS REX FR / Karolus monogram; +METVLLO. Morrison & Grunthal 1063. Extremely Fine; attractive toning, 
good metal. $250

314 —. CAROLINGIAN. Melle. Charles the Bald/Charlemagne. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.62 
gm. 22 mm. Central cross; +CARLVS REX FR / Karolus monogram; +METxVLLO. Morrison & Grunthal 1063 (Charlemagne, same 
basic design, M&G 172). Extremely Fine; lightly toned over fresh surfaces. $250  
M&G note at 172: “This type was struck extensively under Charles the Bald….” Grierson (MEC I) 937 “All deniers of ‘Melle’…cannot be distinguished with 
certainty from those struck early in Charles the Bald’s reign.” (p 544).

315 —. CAROLINGIAN. Bourges. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR obolus. .83 gm. 16 mm. 
Central cross; CARLVSREX / Karolus monogram; +BITVRICESCIVI. Morrison & Grunthal 1072. Good Very Fine.   
 $200

316 —. CAROLINGIAN. (Indeterminate mint). Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.62 
gm. 20 mm. Central cross with pellet in each angle; +CARLVS REX FR / Front of a temple; XPISTIANARELICIO (Christiana 
Religio reverse type). Morrison & Grunthal 1157. MEC I: 848. Near Extremely Fine. $250

317 —. MEDIEVAL. Paris. Charles the Bald. 843-877 (King of France, the West Frankish Kingdom). AR denier. 1.61 gm. 21 mm. Central 
cross with pellet in each angle; +CARLVS REX FR / Front of a temple; +PARISII CIVITAS. Roberts 1313. Extremely Fine.   
 $250

318 —. FEUDAL. Melle. Charles the Simple. 898-923. AR denier. 1.08 gm. 22 mm. (Mid 900s). Central cross; +CARLVS REX R / MET 
ALO in two lines. Poey D’Avant 2457 (Pl LIV. 1). Good Very Fine. $200
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319 FRANCE. MEDIEVAL. Normandy (Duchy). Richard I (“the Fearless”). 943-996. AR denier. 1.24 gm. 20 mm. Cross, pellets in angles; 
+RICARDVS / A temple with pediment, cross of St. Andrew base; +ROTIOXIAGVS. Cf. De Wit 335. As made. $125  
Künker, De Wit note: “in the hoard of Fecamp” (found 1963, buried circa 985; an unknown type prior to the hoard?).   
Richard I was the grandson of Rollo, the Norwegian Viking who seized Rouen in 876 who established Viking (“Norman”) presence in Normandy. There 
is a monument to Rollo in Rouen. William I was a descendant. It was from a beach and river in Normandy that was one of the D-Day landing points that 
William sailed to Pevensey and then marched northeast to Hastings where he defeated Harold II in 1066. (Cf. lots 320-323 below)

320 —. MEDIEVAL. Normandy (Duchy). Richard I (“the Fearless”). 943-996. AR denier. 1.12 gm. 20 mm. Cross, pellets in angles; 
+RICARDVS / A temple with pediment, cross of St. Andrew base; +ROTIOXIAGVS. Cf. De Wit 335 (Not listed in Poey D’Avant, et 
al). Good Extremely Fine; attractive light toning over original surfaces. $125  
Künker, De Wit note: “in the hoard of Fecamp” (found 1963, buried circa 985; an unknown type prior to the hoard?).

321 —. MEDIEVAL. Normandy (Duchy). Richard I (“the Fearless”). 943-996. AR denier. 1.27 gm. 20 mm. Cross, pellets in angles; 
+RICARDVSI / A temple with pediment, cross of St. Andrew base; +ROTIOXIAGVS. Cf. De Wit 335. As made. $125  
Künker, De Wit note: “in the hoard of Fecamp” (found 1963, buried circa 985; an unknown type prior to the hoard?).

322 —. MEDIEVAL. Normandy (Duchy). Richard I (“the Fearless”). 943-996. AR denier. 1.1 gm. 20 mm. Cross, pellets in angles; 
+RICARDVSI / A temple with pediment, cross of St. Andrew base; +ROTIOXIAGVS. Cf. De Wit 335 (Not listed in Poey D’Avant, et 
al). As made. $125  
Künker, De Wit note: “in the hoard of Fecamp” (found 1963, buried circa 985; an unknown type prior to the hoard?).

323 —. MEDIEVAL. Normandy. Rouen. Richard I (“the Fearless”). 943-996. AR denier. 1.03 gm. 21 mm. Central cross; +RIHARDVS 
around / Four temple pediments in a cross, a small cross in the center; M CO + M(C) D(C), both Cs reversed. Poey D’Avant 122. Very 
Fine; stable green deposit, both sides. $100

324 —. CAROLINGIAN. Aquitaine. Lothaire. 954-986. AR denier. 1.29 gm. 22 mm. Central cross; +IOTERIVSREX / Deformed Karolus 
monogram; +BITVRICESCIVIT. Morrison & Grunthal 1666. Extremely Fine; even blue-gray toning over fresh surfaces.   
 $300

325 —. MEDIEVAL. Strasbourg. Bishop Widerold, with Otto III. 991-999 and 983-1002. AR denier. 1.09 gm. 18 mm. Crowned bust right; 
OTTO IMPERAT / Church; +VVI...OD. Dannenberg 939. Good Very Fine; crisply struck in center, a little weak in margins; attractive 
example with pleasing light tone. $200

326 —. CAROLINGIAN. Burgundy. Lyon. Conrad the Pacific. 997-993. AR denier. 1.35 gm. 21 mm. Central cross; +CONRADVS / A cross 
on a triangle; +LVGDVNVS. Morrison & Grunthal 1683. Good Very Fine; attractive toning over fresh surfaces. $200

327 —. MEDIEVAL. Strasbourg. Henry II. 1002-1024. AR denier. 1.34 gm. 20 mm. Crowned head right; HEINRICVS R… / A R IGNA in 
three lines (ARGENTINA). Cf. DeWit 585. Very Fine; but weakly struck in part. $200

328 —. PROVINCIAL. Aquitaine. Guillaume X. 1127-1137. AR denier. 1.05 gm. 20 mm. Bordeaux mint. Four central crosslets; +GVILILMO 
around (“G” is made up of two distinct punches) / Short cross with flared ends; +BVRDEGVLA around. Poey D’Avant 2733. Roberts 
4301. Good Very Fine. $200  
William X, the father of Eleanor of Aquitaine, wife of Henry II of England.

329 GERMANY. Magdeburg. Otto III. 983-1002. AR pfennig. 1.29 gm. 19 mm. Otto-Adelheid-pfennige, 984-995. Cross, O D D O in angles; 
+DI GRA REX around / Church front; ATEAHLH… around. Cf. DeWit 1541-2. Very Fine. $200

330 —. Wurzburg. Otto III as King. 983-1002. AR pfennig. 1.04 gm. 177 mm. Bust of St. Kilian right / Small cross, pellets in angles. Good Very 
Fine; on good metal but weakly struck. $125

331 —. 2 COINS. Regensburg. Henry II. 985-995. AR pfennig. 1.48 gm. 20 mm. Cross with pellet and annulet in two quarters; HENRICV 
DVX retrograde around / A temple, legend around. Hahn 1976. 22. Near Extremely Fine; as made but cracked (is in a protective capsule).  
 $150   
Also: a small silver Offenburg issue of Frederick II. Holy Roman Emperor, 1194-1250. .43 gm. 15 mm. King facing left, holding cross / A 
church topped by a cross, a star to right. Good Very Fine.

332 —. Köln. Anonymous archbishops. Circa 1156. AR reduced denar. .53 gm. 15 mm. Rees mint. Bust of archbishop facing, holding crozier and 
book / Short cross with a cross in each angle; +AI +IC +AI +VI around. Hävernick 766. Extremely Fine; pleasingly toned; slight ghosting 
of reverse cross on obverse. $150

333 —. Köln. Philipp von Heinsberg. 1167-1191. AR pfennig. 1.44 gm. 17 mm. Archbishop seated facing, holding mitre, crosier, and book; 
+PHILIPP–ARCHIREPC / Three towers over a wall with a gate; +SANCTA COLONIA. Cf. DeWit 1995. Extremely Fine.   
 $150

334 HUNGARY. Bela II. 1131-1141. AR denar. .4 gm. 11 mm. Facing bust / Cross within two circles. Rethy-Probst 59 var. Extremely Fine.  
 $50

335 ITALY. CAROLINGIAN. Emperor Louis II (and wife Angilberga). 855-875. AR denier. 1.13 gm. 17.5 mm. Struck 866-871. A cross 
on three steps; +LVDOVVICVSINP / Patriarchal cross; +ANGILBERGANP. Morrison & Grunthal 1178. Grierson MEC 1 1116. 
Extremely Fine; even old toning over fresh surfaces; rare and choice. $1500

336 SPAIN. Alfonso X. 1252-1284. Billon obolo. .33 gm. 13 mm. Cuenca mint. Castle, crescent in door and above right tower; CA ST EL LE / 
Lion left; LE GI ON IS. Cayón 1119-1120. Very Fine; somewhat porous (but, in hand, less so than the photo suggests), old toning.  
 $50
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 tokens

337 SPANISH NETHERLANDS. Siege of Tournai. AR 20 sols klippe. 6.68 gm. 22 mm. Uniface. (1709). Laureate and draped bust of 
Marechal de Surville left (commander); 20 above, small tower below, M DE SVRVILLE around below / (Blank). KM 8. Delmonte 
Argent 363. Mailliet 14.3. Good Very Fine. (See note about Tournai at lot 144). $500

338 IRELAND. County Down. Newtonwards. IOHN MCCULLY. Æ twopence. 5.77 gm. 24 mm. 1761. A cask: IOHN MC•CULLY 
in two lines above; BREWER below; 2 P on sides; a rose at the bottom / I PROMISE TO PAY THE ❁BEARER❁ TWO PENCE 
ON DEMAND (D’s reversed) IOHN MC•CULLY NEWTOWN 1761 in nine lines. Davis 44. Withers 44-46 (unpriced higher than 
“mediocre”). Very Fine; attractive brown tone. Rare. $400

339 Middlesex 16 (R). Gorton’s. Æ penny. 26.45 gm. 33 mm. 1797. A fender (fire grate) and fire irons; LONDON. below, T GORTON 
DEALER IN FENDERS &c. CLERKENWEL around / A large TG cypher between palm branches; BRITISH PENNY 1797 
around on a raised broad rim. Edge: I PROMISE TO PAY ON DEMAND THE BEARER ONE PENNY. Good Extremely Fine; 
even brown tone with some underlying luster evident. The collar for the edge was loose, so there is a bulge in the flan from 6 to 8 obverse 
and corresponding on the reverse. $450  
Lot 221, a George I shilling, also shows an edging error where the collar was loose.

340 Middlesex 83 (R). London and Westminster. Æ penny. 23.39 gm. 34 mm. Front view of a large building; KINGS THEATRE 
HAYMARKET around; BT 1794 just under the building / The arms of London and Westminster between palm and oak branches; 
LONDON AND WESTMINSTER PENNY around; 1794 above the arms. Edge: I PROMISE TO PAY ON DEMAND THE 
BEARER ONE PENNY. Uncirculated; lustrous and choice; uncommonly complete strike on the reverse. $450

341 Middlesex 201 (Scarce). National Series (Also of Jacobean interest). White metal penny. 10.15 gm. 33 mm. 1788. Bust of William III right; 
WILLIAM III OF BLESSED MEMORY around / BRITONS NEVER WILL BE SLAVES in four lines in the center in a laurel leaf 
circle; REVOLUTION JUBILEE NOVR 1V 1788 around. Woolf 75:7 (Jacobean). Uncirculated; lightly toned and attractive.  
Lots 245 and 246 are also Jacobean medals. $300

342 Middlesex 213 (R). Political and Social Series (Also a British Historical Medal). White metal penny. 10.19 gm. 32.5 mm. 1789. Bust of 
William Pitt right; THE RIGHT HONBLE WILLM PITT around, 1789 below, C•I in small letters below the shoulder / THE 
SUPPORTER OF THE CONSTITUTION OF OLD ENGLAND. BHM 326 (RR). Extremely Fine; toned over mostly fresh 
surfaces; minor discoloration. $200  
Prime Minister during the Napoleonic Wars, he was also a friend of the American colonies.

343 Middlesex 1007b. Cooper. Æ halfpenny. 9.07 gm. 27 mm. Undated. Bust to left; W. COOPER AGED . 20 . YEARS / An open book; 
HOLY BIBLE EX I CHAP. 1; radiation and RELIGION above, branches either side. Uncirculated; light toning with some original 
color evident; a particularly well designed piece with high relief and a wire rim. $300

344 Oxfordshire 1. Banbury. Æ halfpenny. 10.09 gm. 29 mm. Three quarter bust right; WM. RUSHER HATTER BOOKSELLR & 
STATIONER BANBURY / A beautiful rendition of the sun; DEUS EST NOBIS SOL ET SCUTUM. Edge: PAYABLE AT 
BANBURY OXFORD OR READING. Uncirculated; choice. Fascinating piece, rare so nice. $200

345 Warwickshire 139a (RRR). Birmingham. Æ halfpenny. 10.83 gm. 31 mm. 1792. Legend in eight lines, mostly lower-case: halfpenny | payable 
at th | e intelligence | office for mas | ters and serv | ants kept by | Wm Hallen | 1792 / Bust of one of the great actors of the era, Garrick, left; 
DAVID GARRICK . ESQ.R. Edge plain. Lustrous Uncirculated; struck on a roughly cut flan with a clip at the left where the main bulge 
of the reverse die occurs. $500  
Ex Baldwin “Basement” One (September 2014).

346 Warwickshire 208 (Scarce). Birmingham. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 11.2 gm. 28 mm. Front view of a building; MDCCLXXII 
HOTEL ERECTED around / Kempson reverse 1. Uncirculated; substantial luster. $150  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

347 Warwickshire 257 (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 13.95 gm. 28 mm. Front view of a cathedral; REMAINS OF 
CATHEDRAL around, ERECTED 1043 in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE ARMS 
OF COVENTRY 1797 around; P. KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 2). Edge: COVENTRY TOKEN. Uncirculated; 
bronzed proof. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement.

348 Warwickshire 269 (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 13.22 gm. 28 mm. View of a street and gate, buildings beside; 
COOK STREET above, GATE in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE ARMS OF 
COVENTRY 1797 around; P KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 1). Edge: COVENTRY TOKEN. Uncirculated; 
bronzed proof. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement.
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349 Warwickshire 274 (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 13.58 gm. 28 mm. View of a street and gate, buildings beside; 
MILL LANE GATE around above / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE ARMS OF COVENTRY 
1797 around; P. KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 2). Edge: COVENTRY TOKEN. Uncirculated; bronzed proof. 
Ex Baldwin’s basement. $200

350 Warwickshire 277 (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 14.13 gm. 28 mm. View of a street and gate, buildings beside; 
SPON GATE around above, TAKEN DOWN 1771 in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE 
ARMS OF COVENTRY 1797 around; P. KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 2). Edge: COVENTRY TOKEN. 
Uncirculated; bronzed proof. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement.

351 Warwickshire 284 (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 13.02 gm. 28 mm. Angled view of a building; THE 
BARRACKS above, ERECTED 1794 in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE ARMS OF 
COVENTRY 1797 around; P. KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 2). Edge: COVENTRY TOKEN. Uncirculated; 
bronzed proof. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

352 Warwickshire 286 (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 13.44 gm. 28 mm. View of a cross; COVENTRY CROSS 
around outer field, ERECTED 1544 TAKEN DOWN 1771 around inside / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat 
above; THE ARMS OF COVENTRY 1797 around; P KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 1). Edge: COVENTRY 
TOKEN. Uncirculated; bronzed proof. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

353 Warwickshire 288 (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 12.88 gm. 28 mm. Front view of a building; COUNTY HALL 
above, ERECTED 1784 in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE ARMS OF COVENTRY 
1797 around; P KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 1). Edge: COVENTRY TOKEN. Uncirculated; bronzed proof. 
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag). $200

354 Warwickshire 291 (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 13.17 gm. 28 mm. Angled front view of a building; DRAPERS 
HALL above, ERECTED 1775 in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE ARMS OF 
COVENTRY 1797 around; P KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 3). Edge: COVENTRY TOKEN. Uncirculated; 
bronzed proof. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

355 Warwickshire 293a (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 13.05 gm. 28 mm. Angled front view of a building; FORD’S 
HOSPITAL above, FOUNDED 1529 in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE ARMS OF 
COVENTRY 1797 around; P KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 1). Edge: plain. Uncirculated; bronzed proof. 
Ex Baldwin’s basement. $200

356 Warwickshire 295a (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 13.59 gm. 28 mm. Angled front view of a building; ST MARY 
HALL above, ERECTED TEMP HEN 6 in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; THE ARMS 
OF COVENTRY 1797 around; P KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 1). Edge: plain. Uncirculated; bronzed proof. 
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag). $200

357 Warwickshire 297a (Scarce). Coventry. Kempson’s buildings. Æ halfpenny. 12.51 gm. 28 mm. Angled front view of a building; FREE 
SCHOOL above, OLD FRONT TAKEN DOWN 1794 in exergue / Arms of Coventry, an elephant and castle on a shield, a cat above; 
THE ARMS OF COVENTRY 1797 around; P KEMPSON FECIT in small letters beside (Reverse 1). Edge: plain. Uncirculated; 
bronzed proof. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

358 Yorkshire 61 (R). Sheffield. Constitutional Society. Æ penny. 12.16 gm. 32 mm. By Skidmore. 1792. A cap of Liberty on a pole, a banner 
across reading PRO PATRIA, a pair of oak sprigs tied to base of pole and flanking the banner; SHEFFIELD CONSTITUTIONAL 
SOCIETY around / An oval shield with BRITAIN across the center flanked by four flags labeled AMERICA HOLLAND to the right, 
FRANCE POLAND to the left; UNITE & BE FREE above, 17 – 92 flanking, TO PERSEVERE IS TO CONQUER below. Edge: 
PAYABLE AT MACCLESFIELD LIVERPOOL OR CONGLETON. Uncirculated; choice. Overstruck on an earlier piece with the 
partial legend “PUBLISHED THE COPPER” visible. $1250  
Ex David Griffiths Collection (October 2012).   
Ex W. Sykes Collection (Spink 51, April 1986).

359 WALES. Anglesey 235. Æ penny. 28.5 gm. 33 mm. 1788. Head of a Druid left, oak branches at sides, 24 acorns / PMCo monogram; 1788 
above, WE PROMISE TO PAY THE BEARER ONE PENNY around. Edge: ON DEMAND IN LONDON LIVERPOOL & 
ANGLESEY. Good Extremely Fine; lightly toned over original surfaces. $200
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the history of a die

 The story of the late 18th century copper tokens and coinage is as much a story of historic changes in minting technology as it is of the 
new coinage coming from Boulton and Birmingham and the extensive issue of tokens that inspired James Conder to be the first to 

issue a catalog of a non-currency minting.
 No small part of the history of this era is the minting technology itself. Solving the challenges of good quality flans, finely designed dies that 

could endure hard use, and mechanization of the minting process revolutionized coinage. These years mark the conclusion of a search that 
was true for early American coinage as well as for the British series. Copper issues from the late 1700s provide a hands-on demonstration of 
the problems attacked and, by early in the 1800s, evidence of the success of those efforts.

 During this era dies would break but minters would often continue using them until they were too shattered to use any longer. The authors 
of Grading Guide for Early American Coppers (EAC 2014) discuss the growing trend among collectors of early American copper to collect 
by die state. They reference a 1998 work on half cents by Ron Manley illustrating twenty different states from his detailed study of an 1804 
half cent. Die state collecting has joined die variety collecting to become a popular aspect of early American copper collecting. A committed 
subset of collectors of the D&H token series has taken up the challenge as well. 

 Several points come to mind: some die conditions are more rare than others, particularly if your goal is to have high grade pieces in your 
collection; the muling of dies in a series such as Spence’s suggests the sequence in which the various mules were made but it also means 

that the scarcity of some of the varieties results in difficulty in representing that phase of the die deterioration; some catalogers—particularly 
in the past—rate pieces with die breaks as less desirable and one cannot help but wonder whether some pieces 
have been discarded or at least set aside in the past. 

 Collecting a die deterioration sequence can be a long-term venture. There is always that hope that you will run 
across another piece that fits in somewhere. The Deserted Village set assembled by Wayne Anderson in the mid 
1990s, for example, ends with a piece labeled “terminal die state” but a photo we have of a piece (D&H 746, to 
right) from the 1998 Noble sale shows even more serious deterioration.

 We published Anderson’s die progression set of D&H 744 to 749 in a 1996 publication introducing the 
18th century token series. Wayne was a highly enthusiastic late 20th century collector who sought exceptional quality material, and 

also carefully assembled a group of eight examples of the obverse of the Deserted Village halfpenny token. This set is offered below. Each 
of the six reverses is represented once in the group but for the Cain and Abel reverse, which is represented three times in succession at an 
intermediate point in the series. This, by the way, suggests that the striking of the various mules was probably done just one time in the life 
of the die rather than at various times. 

 The legend, one only Master Grasps the whole doMain is a line from Oliver Goldsmith’s classic poem “The Deserted Village.”  The 
poem refers to General Robert Napier whose purchase of a large tract of land in 1730 included the village of Lissoy. He ejected the tenants, 
many of whom moved to America. Goldsmith and Spence were both highly critical of this forced displacement.

 The collector who consigned this fascinating set back to us after having purchased it from us long ago has also consigned another die 
progression set, eight examples of Kempson’s London Building series (D&H 64) showing the Ordnance Office in Old Palace Yard, 
purchased from Cliff Fellage, a 1990s specialist in the token series. 

 Both lots of eight pieces represent a fascinating progression as well as a great start for a project to find more die states. Manley found 20 for 
his half cent study. The Deserted Village set clearly offers more stages to seek,  and there are other so far as yet unpublished prospects to be 
found in the D&H series.

360 Kempson’s series of London Buildings. Middlesex 64 die progression set (very scarce without the heavy die flaw). Æ penny (8).  
1. Slight die break from “C” of OFFICE down to “Y” of YARD.   
2. Crack more pronounced; extends through ground line.   
3. The crack has now become a cud; part of the die has crumbled. (An intermediate die state would almost certainly fit here.)  
4. The cud extends higher to the second “F” of OFFICE.   
5. Break across top extending to NCE of ORDNANCE.   
6. Break across top a bit more advanced.   
7. (Ex Jan) Start of a cud at “C” of ORDNANCE.   
8. More pronounced cud at “C” of ORDNANCE.   
All are Uncirculated, most with some original color.   
Coin envelopes for each piece with a brief written explanation on the back. $2500

361 The Deserted Village. Middlesex 744 to 749 die progression set. Æ halfpenny (8).   
1. Msex 744. Britannia reverse. Perfect die state, heavy die polishing lines, letters in legend are strong.   
2. Msex 747a. Lion dismayed reverse. Die lines are weaker; some letters less bold.   
3. Msex 749. Shepherd reverse. Cracks starting at “S” in MASTER and above the tree to the left out line the future cud.   
4. Msex 745 (S). Highlander reverse. A pronounced cud from the “S” in MASTER to the “G” in GRASPS.   
5. Msex 748. Cain and Abel reverse. Cud and cracks are stronger; cracks developing from “A” in DOMAIN to ONLY under the date. 
6. Msex 748. Notably strong cud and cracks; more cracks beginning, particularly through DOMAIN.   
7. Msex 748. Cud runs to the tree; all cracks are bolder and the cud covers “S” in MASTER.   
8. Msex 746 (S). Indian reverse. Terminal die state; a large portion of the die is missing.   
All are Uncirculated, with luster evident on most.   
Coin envelopes for each piece with written explanation (Wayne Anderson) of the die state are included. $3200  
Ex Wayne Anderson. Ex Davisson Auction 9 (9 October 1997), lots 300-307.
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362 Cheshire 1. Nantwich. AR shilling. 3.91 gm. 25 mm. 1811. Arms; NANTWICH TOKEN VALUE ONE SHILLING around / AT THE 
OLD BANK in center; PAYABLE 1811 on a surrounding garter; ONE POUND NOTE FOR 20 TOKENS around outside. Extremely 
Fine; lightly toned over reflective surfaces. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

363 Cheshire 5. Stockport. AR shilling. 4.63 gm. 26 mm. 1812. Beehive and fifteen bees; G & R FERNS & T. CARTWRIGHT 
STOCKPORT around / A female seated right on a bale, holding scale and cornucopia, a sword laying on the ground, a ship in the 
background; ONE SHILLING SILVER TOKEN 1812 around; Y&D under the sword to the right. Extremely Fine; lightly toned over 
reflective surfaces. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement.

364 Devonshire 2 (R). County. AR shilling. 3.36 gm. 25 mm. Arms; H M in small letters below; SILVER TOKEN around below / DEVON 
SILVER TOKEN with oak branch each side; H – M in small letters below. Extremely Fine; lustrous under particularly attractive toning; 
rare. $350  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

365 Dorsetshire 9. Poole. AR shilling. 4.68 gm. 25 mm. 1812. W. B. BEST in center; PAYABLE BY on a surrounding garter; ONE POUND 
NOTE FOR 20 TOKENS 1812 around / A female seated left on a bale, holding scale and cornucopia, a sword laying on the ground, a 
sailing ship in the background; ONE SHILLING SILVER TOKEN POOLE around; K S on the sword to the left. Extremely Fine; 
reflective surfaces under iridescent toning. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

366 Dorsetshire 10. Poole. AR sixpence. 2.32 gm. 20 mm. 1812. W. B. BEST in center; PAYABLE BY on a surrounding garter; ONE 
POUND NOTE FOR 40 TOKENS 1812 around / A female seated left on a bale, holding scale and cornucopia, a sword laying on the 
ground, a sailing ship in the background; SIX PENCE SILVER TOKEN POOLE around; K S on the sword to the left. Mint State; 
reflective surfaces under iridescent toning; choice. $200   
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

367 Dorsetshire 21. Shaftesbury. AR shilling. 3.66 gm. 25 mm. Arms; SHAFTESBURY BANK LICENSED 14 MARCH 1811 around / 
DORSETSHIRE WILTSHIRE AND SHAFTESBURY BANK TOKEN VALUE ONE SHILLING in seven lines. Good Very 
Fine; iridescent toning, mirror luster. $100  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

368 Dorsetshire 22. Shaftesbury. AR shilling. 3.46 gm. 25 mm. Arms; SHAFTESBURY BANK LICENSED 14 MARCH 1811 around / 
DORSETSHIRE WILTSHIRE AND SHAFTESBURY BANK TOKEN VALUE ONE SHILLING in seven lines. Extremely 
Fine; attractive old toning. $150  
Ex Baldwin’s basement.

369 Dorsetshire 29. Shaftesbury. AR sixpence. 2.02 gm. 20 mm. Arms; SHAFTESBURY BANK LICENSED 14 MARCH 1811 around 
/ DORSETSHIRE WILTSHIRE AND SHAFTESBURY BANK TOKEN VALUE SIXPENCE in seven lines. Mint State; 
iridescent toning, mirror luster; choice. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

370 Staffordshire 2. Bilston. AR shilling. 4.09 gm. 25 mm. 1811. A castle; BILSTON SILVER TOKEN ONE SHILLING around / 
PAYABLE BY RUSHBURY AND WOOLLEY in center; COMMERCIAL CHANGE 1811 on a surrounding garter; ONE 
POUND NOTE FOR 20 TOKENS around. Extremely Fine; lustrous. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement.

371 Staffordshire 3. Bilston. AR sixpence. 1.97 gm. 20 mm. 1811. A castle; BILSTON SILVER TOKEN SIX PENCE around / PAYABLE 
BY RUSHBURY AND WOOLLEY in center; COMMERCIAL CHANGE 1811 on a surrounding garter; ONE POUND NOTE 
FOR 40 TOKENS around. Mint State; lightly toned over fresh surfaces; choice. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement (old tag).

372 Staffordshire 8. Fazeley. AR shilling. 3.47 gm. 25 mm. 1811. Arms; PAYABLE BY P . H & Co. around above; FAZELEY SILVER 
TOKEN 1ST OCTOBER 1811 around outside / ONE SHILLING in an oak wreath. Extremely Fine; attractively toned over fresh 
surfaces. $200  
Ex Baldwin’s basement.

373 Wiltshire 5 (R). Marlborough. AR sixpence. 1.83 gm. 20 mm. 1811. Four hands joined; KING GOSLING TANNER & GRIFFITHS 
around / SIXPENCE TOKEN 1811 in center; MARLBOROUGH OLD BANK around. Good Extremely Fine; slight bend; 
attractively toned over fresh surfaces. $150  
Ex Baldwin’s basement.

374 Staffordshire. Walsall. Æ penny. 18.6 gm. 34 mm. 1811. A bear on it haunches, left, scratching a post; PAYABLE BY FLETCHER & 
SHARRATT around / WALSALL TOKEN ONE PENNY 1811 in five lines, within an oak wreath. Withers 1149 (RR). Davis 103. 
Extremely Fine; with some original color; particularly choice for this issue. $350

375 Staffordshire. Walsall. Æ halfpenny. 8.64 gm. 28 mm. 1811. A bear on it haunches, left, scratching a post; PAYABLE BY FLETCHER & 
SHARRATT around / WALSALL HALFPENNY TOKEN 1811 in four lines, within an oak wreath. Withers 1155. Davis 115. Extremely 
Fine; luster traces; particularly choice for this issue. $175

376 IRELAND. Dublin. Edward Stephens. Silver penny. 14.73 gm. 33.5 mm. 1813. Uniformed bust of Wellington left; WELLINGTON & 
ERIN GO BRAGH around (“Ireland forever”); 1813 below / A crowned harp; E STEPHENS above, DUBLIN below. Davis 19 (Rrr) 
Withers 1852a (£2200). Near Extremely Fine. Extremely rare. This piece was noted as pierced in Murdoch and has been repaired since. 
Two known. $1500  
Ex Murdoch Part IV (Sotheby’s, December 1904) (“pierced but exceedingly rare in silver”)   
Ex Noble I (July 1998) 
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 united states

377 MASSACHUSETTS. Oak tree shilling. 4.15 gm. 28.5 mm. 1652. Noe 6 (R7). W/B 480. Breen 19. Near Very Fine; striking split; good 
color and good metal. $4000

378 COLONIAL AMERICA. Virginia. Copper halfpenny. 24 mm. 1773. Bust of George III right; GEORGIVS • III • REX • (E high in 
GEORGIVS) / Arms, seven harp strings; 17 – 73 divided by crown; VIRGI – NIA. Newman 21-N. W-1540 (Rarity URS-8). NGC MS64 
RB; attractive and fresh appearing; some evidence of die rust in the obverse field and at the first I in the III; a small dark stain at the front of 
the harp on the reverse. Photographed through plastic (light scratches visible in photo are in plastic, not coin). $1750  
The Newman piece (Stacks Ford sale, January 2005, N. 21-N: $1725 all in) “The obverse has about 45% mint red color showing while the reverse is about 
85% bright red. There are some light flecks on the obverse, one particularly below ‘X’ in the legend. The surfaces are lightly granular.” This piece compares 
favorably.

379 —. Nova Constellatio. Copper. 8.08 gm. 26 mm. Struck in Birmingham, England. 1785. An all-seeing eye in the center with pointed rays 
surrounding; NOVA CONSTELLATIO around / US (large) in overlapping script letters in center; an inner circle of pairs of leaves 
surrounding; LIBERTAS ET JUSTITIA 1785 around. Breen 1111. W. 1895. Crosby 3-B. Near Very Fine; date legible but weakly struck.  
 $300

380 UNITED STATES. Half cent. 6.43 gm. 22 mm. Liberty Cap. 1794. Head of Liberty right, a cap of freedom on a pole behind; LIBERTY 
above, 1794 below / HALF CENT in center, wreath around; 1/200 below; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around. Edge: TWO 
HUNDRED FOR A DOLLAR. Good to near Very Good; evenly worn, a couple of old (now fully toned) scratches on reverse, one on 
obverse, pleasing coin with most detail visible; even brown tone, good metal. $450

381 —. Half cent. 5.54 gm. 24 mm. Draped bust. 1804. Bust of Liberty right; LIBERTY above, 1804 below; “plain 4” obverse / HALF CENT 
in center, wreath with six berries on left branch around; 1/200 below; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around. Cohen variety 11. 
Good Fine; even warm brown tone, good metal. $250  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.   
Cohen: “I believe this is the first coin to be minted from the First Press which will continue to coin Half Cents through 1806.”

382 —. Large cent. 13.87 gm. 28 mm. 1794. Head of Liberty right, a cap of freedom on a pole behind; LIBERTY above, 1794 below; head of 
‘94 / ONE CENT in center, wreath around; 1/100 below; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around. Sheldon 49. Near Fine; obverse 
scratch. $350  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

383 —. Large cent. 11.12 gm. 28 mm. Draped bust. 1802. Bust of Liberty right; LIBERTY above, 1802 below / ONE CENT in center, wreath 
around; 1/100 below; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around. Sheldon 231. Good Very Fine; strong detail, sharpness, even color, no 
scratches, even mild porosity. $750

384 —. Large cent. 11.01 gm. 28 mm. Classic head. 1814. Head of Liberty left, 1814 below (no crosslet on 4) / ONE CENT in center, wreath 
around; UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around. Sheldon 295. Near Very Fine; even tone, good metal. $750

385 —. Large cent. 10.78 gm. 28 mm. Liberty head. 1834. Head of Liberty left, 1834 below; large stars / ONE CENT in center, wreath around; 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around (ONE CENT all recut). N. 2. Extremely Fine; even light tone, good metal.   
 $175
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386 UNITED STATES. AR draped bust dollar. 26.93 gm. 39 mm. Small eagle reverse. 1797, 16 stars (9 and 7), large letters. Bolender B-1a. 
Bowers/Borcardt 109. Very Fine; cleaned at one time and now retoning. Removed from an NGC slab “XF DETAILS ARTIFICIAL 
TONING” (tag included). $5000

387 —. AR seated Liberty dollar. 26.67 gm. 37 mm. No motto. 1847. Good Very Fine; choice toning over fresh surfaces, a single edge knock at 7 
reverse. $375

388 —. AR peace dollar. 26.71 gm. 38 mm. 1923. Uncirculated; slight bag marks on neck. $90  
The Douglas Bayern Collection.

389 —. Commemorative half dollar. Illinois Centennial. 12.52 gm. 30 mm. 1918. Bust of Lincoln right / An eagle. Breen 7446. Uncirculated; 
lustrous under very light toning. $175  
“The public mishandled many, spent others” (Breen).

390 —. Commemorative half dollar. American Independence Sesquicentennial. 12.52 gm. 30 mm. 1926. Conjoined busts of Washington and 
Calvin Coolidge right / The Liberty Bell. Breen 7466. Extremely Fine; golden toning over original surfaces. In a 1930s era holder.  
 $100

End of auction. Thank you for your interest!
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